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-Routing Of
226 Register At Baptist
.5. Highway 62 Vacation Bible School
t In State Plan
eck Says Varmint Trace
•ject To 011ie James
ad Is In Federal
id Program Highway De-

•
is no State
• em plan, or knowledge of
such plan, to re-route U.
Highway 62 through or
nd Princeton, Highway CornOner John A. Keck advised
Leader this week in a letter
ying to a recent query coning rumors which are curhere that this important
may be changed.
e rumors have been to the
t that U. S. 62 would leave
present course at the north
of Madisonville Street, gowest via Young street and
ecting with the Varmint
e road near the old hospital.
Lyon
ports current in
ty latterly have been to the
that U. S. 62 would come
State Highway 93, known as
011ie James Highway, 'near
iew school, in Lyon counand then pass through Kuta's Main street, connecting
the new route toward
re a new bridge will be built
r the Cumberland River, near
town of Grand Rivers.
missioner Keck's letter inthe Varmint Trace Road
to be extended to the 011ie
-ps Highway by federal aid
he "does not know at this
what the relation would
on the re-location of U. S.

Registration at the Vacation
Bible School at First Baptist
Church reached 226 Tuesday
morning, the second of the two
weeks' session. Officers and
workers are as follows:
Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, principal; 0. C. Allcock, Sunday School
superintendent; Eleanor
Ann
Jones, pianist; Mrs Homer Purdy, choister; Mrs. Bernard Jones,
general secretary; Lonnie Vinson, janitor.
Intermediate department —
Mrs. Frank Cuess, superintendent; Mrs. Myrtle Brandon, secretary; Mrs. H. G. M. Hatler,
Bible teacher; Mrs. Cecil Smith,
handwork; Joan Watson, missionary and memory work; Mrs.
Pettit, character story.
Junior department No. 1—Mrs.
McKee
Thomson, superintendent; Mrs. Clint Hubbard and
Mrs. Virgil Smith, secretaries;
Mary Lou George and Nancy
Farmer, pianists; Shirley Ryan,
choister, Joan Jacobs, character
story; Mrs. W. F. Pickens, Mrs.
Miller Goodaker, Mrs. John Hopper and Wanda Scott, helpers.
Junior department No. 2—

Gas line Crew
May Come Here
Payroll Of $700-$800
Daily Would Result;
Housing Big Problem
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123 Calves Vaccinated
Against Bang's Disease

McConnell Wins Top
Ratings In Music

Reeves Declares Supervisors
R- 1, In Most Assessmcnis;
Ends Taxpayers learings
City Tax Rate
Fixed At 65 Cts.
Higher Assessment Value
Permits Reduction
With Same Revenue

Bobby McConnell
Ratings of superior in the
State and superior plus in the
region were awarded Robert
Howard McConnell in recent
music contests at Bowling Green
and Madisonville, respectively.
The superior in the State was
the only one awarded for cornet solo, and the superior, plus
was the only such rating given
a soloist among all the contestants at Madisonville. Approximately 280 pupils from 19 high
schools competed in the region.
Bobby, who will be a senior at
Butler High School next Fall,
played "Castles in the Mr" by
Clay Smith.
The superior plus honor has
been won by only one other
pupil, Joan Pickering, in the
history of the Butler Band, it
was reported. Both Joan and
Bobby were trained by Director K. V. Bryant.
Judges were Daniel Martino,
University of Indiana, in the
State contest, and Dr. Hugh
Gunderson, music department,
Western State College, and
Chester Travelstead, extension
department, University of Kentucky, in the region.

Last week 123 calves in Caldwell county were vaccinated by
Dr. Ralph W. Blazier, Princeton veterinarian, against Bang's
disease in a program being sponsored by the State Department
of Agriculture. Calves vaccinated
belonged to Randolph Brown, 31;
J. W. Hazzard, 12; Everett
Creasey, Dr. L. E. Nichols and
Ray B. Martin, 9 each; Chester
Cravens and Clyde H. Wood,
7 each; Hubert Pinnegar, 6; Willie Wyatt, C. W. Martin and J.
D. Asher, 4 each; Mitchell and
Larkins. Jim Neal and Billy
Adams, 3 each; Clyde 0. Wood,
Charles Hubbard and Loyd
Roy Rowland Named
Stone, 2 each, and Hewlett Hall,
Pete Jones, Glen Young, A. E. NADA Area Chairman
Roy Rowland, Sr.,
Young, A. H. Board and Pat
dealer, has been appointed area
Tyrie, 1 each.
chairman of the National Automobile Dealers Association,
William L. Taylor To
Turner A. Sumners, the asReceive M.D. Degree
sociation's director for Kentucky,
William L. Taylor, son of Mrs. announced. Mr. Rowland was
L. G. Taylor, and the late Dr. selected by a committee of NADA
Taylor, will receive his M. D. and Kentucky Automobile
degree from the School of Medi- Dealers Association officials. His
cine, University of Louisville, duties will include stimulating
Monday night, June 13. A gradu- participation of Caldwell counate of Butler High School and ty members in NADA national
University of Kentucky, Taylor programs such as sponsorship of
was an instructor at Fredonia highway safety and other pubHigh school.
lic interest orograms.

Nowloo 51
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Warning Issued
On Parathion Use
Extreme care in handling
should be exercised when
parathion is mixed with
DDT for spraying, the Caldwell County Health Department warns. Inquiries of
dealers as to how to use the
mixture to avoid ill effects
or death that may result
from contact with parathion
are advised by the department, the chemical is used
principally in agricultural
spraying.

The City tax rate was fixed at
65 cents on real estate at Monday night's meeting of the Council, first reading of an ordinance
to that effect having been given.
The rate formerly was 80 cents,
but due to the increased assessment value when the City adopted the level fixed by the County
Board of Tax Supervisors, it
Was deemed advisable to reduce
the tax rate by 15 cents, Mayor
W. L. Cash said.
Of the 65-cent total levy, 30 Engineers Submit Plans
cents is mandatory, a member of
For Major Waterthe Council said, 25 cents going
toward retirement of the old
works Improvement
waterworks bonds, $59,000 worth
The City will ask for bids for
of which are outstanding, callable construction of a new filtration
in 1954. The other 5 cents is for
its water system, the
maintenance of the George Coon plant for
opened July 11, Dr.
bids
to
be
Memorial Library.
With the higher level of pro- W. L. Cash, mayor, said this
perty evaluation and the same week, and Black & Veach, entax levied for retirement of the gineers, have sent a complete
waterworks bonds, these can be
set of plans for the project, for
paid when the callable date is
the bidders' information.
reached and interest thus saved
Delber Blackwell, representing
the city, Councilman Fred Jake
engineering concern, took the
pointed out. This will permit a Se
to the State Board of
plans
lower tax rate at that time, he
Louisville, for approval,
Health,
said.
here for
The City's income, using the before bringing them
new tax rate, will be approxi- the City Council to pass upon.
mately the same as it was on Any changes which may be
the basis of 1947 taxation, Mr. necessary are to be made between now and the date of reJake said.
Police court collections for May ceiving bids.
It is anticipated early start on
totaled $373 including $27 from
parking meter fines. There were construction will be insisted up30 cases docketed in police court, on by the City as soon as a conmost of them on charges of tract has been awarded as long
delay already has been experidrunkenness.
due, the engineering
enced
firm stated, to the fact it has
65.1 Percent Of Bond
"been literally snowed under"
Quota Purchased Here
with such projects.
Caldwell countians have
bought $35,175 of bonds in the n Riverside Hospital
Opportunity Drive now under
Bradley Henson, of near Freway. This is 65.1 percent of the donia, is in the Riverside Hos$54,000 quota, the Treasury De- ital, Paducah, for a major operpartment announced this week. tion. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Twelve Kentucky counties have C. T. Henson, were called to
gone over their quotas.
Ms bedside Thursday night.

Filtration Plant
Bids To Be Asked

Princeton may get a payroll of
$700 to $800 a day for the sume Highway Commissioner's mer if suitable arrangements to
house 200 men who will lay the
r in full follows:
pipe line for the Texas Gas
minonvrealth Of Kentucky
Transmission Corporation can be
Department Of Highways
made, Paul R. Halbert, of Dallas,
Frankfort
Texas, told Mayor W. L. Cash
June 1, 1949
this week.
G. M. Pedley
Mr. Halbert was seeking ofPrinceton Leader
fice space and living quarters
aceton, Kentucky
for gas line crew. He said some
CALDWELL COUNTY
of the men had trailers in which
r Mr. Pedley:
wish to acknowledge receipt they would live while the pipe
your lettdr"ir Yfity- 1117; ISO; line is laid through this section,
tives to the relocation of while single men would want
at Princeton. Eddyville, to rent rOCRTLS.
Mayor Cash said he told the
wa and beyond.
there has been any discus- visitor he and his men would
in regard to the relocation be welcome here but he could
US-82 at Princeton, it as offer no guarantee that housing
been brought to my attention. is available since the wartime
re is a project in the Federal- shortage is still here in large
program for the extension of degree. Mr. Halbert told the
Varmint-Trace Road to the mayor the company preferred
rsection of the 011ie James Princeton over Marion, as this
hway, but do not know at town is the larger.
s time what the relation
old he on the relocation of
-62.
n regard to the proposed dam
oss the river between Eddyle and Kuttawa, we do not
Ye any information on this
Sheriff's Race Most
position.
Popular; eounty
Very truly yours,
JOHN A. KECK
Judge's Second
Commissioner of Highways
With June 22 the last day for
filing, approximately 20 candiW Members Plan
dates have given formal intention
to run for offices in the county,
Attend Convention
the county clerk's office reported
veral members of the Busithis week. This is about the averand Professional Women's
number to file this far ahead
b plan to attend the State age
of the deadline, the office said.
vention this weekend
in
Five Democrats have filed in
mnsboro. All business sessions,
the sheriff's race, and others of
• ided over by Mrs. Eula Mae
both parties have announced they
rgan, State president, will be intend to seek that office. Several
American Legion clubrooms. other candidates have announced
gistration will be at the Hotel for various offices but have not
omsboro. Princeton members filed formally.
o plan to attend are requested
Those who have filed are: Carl
contact Mrs. Lillie Belle W. Heaton, Hylan Mitchell, Mack
.!dress.
Bustin, Sid J. Satterfield and
James A. Reece, all Democrats,
for sheriff.
lied To Fredonia
W. H. Nichols (D) and Major J.
Supply Minister
Brown (R), jailer.
ev. Frederic C. Low, chaplain
Hulett McDowell (R), A. F.
Western State Hospital, Hop- Hanberry (R), William G. Picksville, has been called as ering (D) and Guy W. Blackburn
Ply minister at First Presby- (R), county judge.
ian Church, Fredonia. He will
Earl H. Hillyard (R), county tax
duct Services each second and commissioner.
eh Sunday.
John B. Morgan (R), county
clerk.
Magistrates who have filed are:
iss Satterfield Is
Maurice Watson (D) and Paul
itiated Into Pifi Beta
Rowland (R), District No. 2;
'as Virginia Bowie SatterMartin (D) and John Laws
Boone
Id, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
(D). District No. 3; Herman P.
Pictured here is Architect Sam C. Molloy's drawing of the 39- bed Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital as it will appear when
yd Satterfield, 211 Morgan,
(D), District No. 4; W.
s recently initiated into Phi White
construction is completed in the summer of 1950.
t•
Frank Riley (R), District No. 5;
q111.--•
• svomen's national honorary Thomas Bond (D), District No. 8.
cording to Mr. Simmons, includes
Present working capital, ac- the lot."
of the Calcrwell
Construction
sic fraternity, at the UnlverHospital mittee, said.
general construction, $180,000 from contributions here;
Memorial
isville,
War
aunty
of Kentucky, Lexington.
Registration Here Is
will begin within a week or 10
"The work probably will be $201,300; Larkins Plumbing Com- $130,109 from the Federal govdays, according to J. D. Jennings, finished sooner that that," Mr. pany, Paducah, plumbing and ernment, under the Hospital
1941
Since
Heaviest
Shire Tour Planned
Corporation,
Jennings
Voting registration is the heav- of the J. a
Simmons said, "hut Mr. Jennings heating, $75,500; McConnell Elec- Survey and Construction Act,
r Veteran Farmers
Louisville, contractor for general
iest it has been since 1941, the
wants to allow plenty of time tric Company, electrical work, and an estimated $27,107 in
construction.
Tuespasture tour for all veter- county clerk's office said
$13,845, and American Sterilizer State assistance. The last figure
for
unforeseen delays."
in
Jennings,
who
was
Mr.
enroled in the farm train- day, the last day to register to be
ground-breaking Company, Erie, Pa., sterilizing will not be official for about
Appropriate
program is tentatively plan- eligible to vote in the primary Princeton last Friday to look
to take place June 18, lead- election. Totals had not been over the site, said the work will ceremonies are scheduled for the equipment, $7,726. Contracts let two more weeks, he added.
"Some one was kind enough
be started as soon as a crew can day the work starts, Mr. Sim- total $29/1,371.
have announced. They will compiled Wednesday.
To be let at a later date are to have the weeds on the hosmons said, but details have not
be assembled.
some of the more outstandcontracts for elevator, $13,305; pital lot cut, but we haven't
The corporation has contract- been worked out
seedings made by trainees Mrs. Hughett Improving
The hospital building commit- kitchen equipment, $13,850, both found out who did it," Mr. Simhave a barbeque luncheon.
Mrs. John Hughett is improv- ed t o complete construction
met Friday with the Fiscal of which have been approved, mons said. "We 'want him to
ing in Jennie Stuart Hospital, within 13 months of the time it tee
re. Melvin Fralick visited re- Hopkinsville, after injuring her starts, Thomas J. Simmons, Court and contracts were let to: and other furnishings, $45,000, know it was appreciated and
certainly improves the looks of
ives in Hopkinirville recently. knee in a fall recently.
chairman of the hospital corn- J. D. Jennings Corporation, Lou- Mr. Simmons said.

20 Candidates
Have Filed Here

driyere
USE the
at's why
een on the
apolis
•sI What
there of
You ani
the extra
Firestone
'ye you.,

C. Itossell, superintendent, Margaret Brandon, secretary; Dot 'Russell, pianist; Barbara Strong, story teller; LOU
Nell Russell, Bible drill; Mrs.
Brad Lacy, handwork; Mrs.
Emory Holt, Patsy Short and
Martha Gresham, helpers.
Primary
department -7 Mrs.
John
Simms, superintendent;
Eleanor Ann Jones, secretary;
Joan. Ward, pianist; Mary Elizabeth Martin, choister; Margaret
Gresham, assistant choister; Mrs.
Willis, Bible story; Rosie Beck,
character story; Mrs. Estelle
Jacobs, memory work; Sara
Richie, Mrs. Roy Patterson, Mrs.
Hugh Blackburn, Mrs. J. E.
Akers, Mrs. L. W. Bodenhamer,
Miss Annie Martin, Pat Horn,
Carolyn Croft.
Beginner department — Mrs.
Glenn Salyers, superintendent;
Joan Mitchell, secretary, Rosemary Redd, pianist, Mrs. Salyers,
choister, Mrs. Chester Bennett,
story teller; Carolyn
Croft,
Peggy Guess, Jury Haile, Jackie
Koltinsky, Betty Mitchell, Barbara Franklin, Wanda Farless,
Nancy Glenn, Joan Robinson,
Mrs. Bill Murray, Demi French.

aldwell County, Kentucky,_ Thursday

New Hospital's Construction Will Begin
In 10 Days; Ceremonies Being Planned

State Officials Checking Listings Believed Out
Of Line; Revenue Head Says Caldwell Property
Owners Have Been Spoiled And Evaluation
Here Is Still Below State Average; Totol Will Be
$11,500,000, Was $6,000,000 For 1947
here, sponsored by the Citizens
Committee, the over-all total has
been increased from the 1947
level of $6,000,000 to about $11,500,000, Mr. Reeves pointed out.
The official statement issued
by Mr. Reeves said: "There are
indications that some properties
are assessed substantially out of
line. Members of the State Tax
Commission are now engaged in
inspecting particular properties
with members of the Board of
Supervisors. Any found to be
Billy Lowry Is Soils
markedly under or over assessWorker In Todd County
ed will be identified and approBilly Lowry, son of Mr. and priated equalization action will be
Mrs. S. J. Lowry who was gradu- taken. Excepting such cases, the
ated from the University of Ken- assessment as completed by the
tucky, College of Agriculture board will be approved. This will
last Friday, has accepted. ap- apply alike to all who received
pointment as Soil Conservation notice from the Kentucky Tax
worker in Todd county and went Commission several weeks ago,
to Elkton Monday to assume irrespective of protest.
his duties. He is one of ten 1949 "Assessments vary in Caldwell
graduates of the University to county from 30 to 50 percent
be chosen for this work.
of a fair cash value but I feel
much progress has been made.
The assessment job in Caldwell
county is now one of the best
in Kentucky", Reeves declared.
Continuing, he said:
"Much equalizing work remains to be done in smoothing
Delivery Made But
out inequalities and this is a
job to which the County Tax
Equipment Not Up
Assessor and the County Board
To Specifications
give
Princeton's new fire truck, of Tax Supervisors should
careful attention.
long delayed in delivery, was
"When the commission comreceived last weekend, attracted pletes the work of removing
a lot of attention when put 011 glaring inequities, local officials
display in front of the City Hall, will have a good base to use in
and then was sent back to the making the 1949 assessment.
"Taxpayers of Caldwell counSt. Louis dealer from which it
ty
have been spoiled for years.
not
it
did
because
ordered,
was
meet specifications, it was an- They have not paid taxes like
nounced Monday by city officials. most of the property owners of
Chief reason the City declined Kentucky. Even with this assessto accept delivery on the new ment, they are below the State
piece of fire fighting equipment average.
"Property should be assessed at
was that its auxiliary tank had
only 100-gallon capacity, where- its tkorth today, not at what
as it was supposed to be 350- somebody thought it was worth
5 years ago. The tax rate should
gallon size.
The truck also lacked an ex- then be adjusted to provide servtra wheel it was supposed to ices for which the people are
be supplied with, and there were willing to pay.
am sure the 1948 tax rate
other short-comings on the specifications, Mayor W. L. Cash will be reduced and I am assured continuing effort will be
said.
Gordon Glenn, a member of made to improve and equalize
the fire department, said with a assessments in Caldwell coun350-gallon tank on the truck, a, ty.
stream of water under abun- "Considering the substantial
dant pressure could be brought progress made in the 1948 asminute after arrival of the truck sessment, taxpayers and citito bear on a fire within one zens here seem to be rapidly acat the scene, whereas if the quiring understanding and willheavier and stiffer hose on the ingness to operate under a
big reels had to be attached to system of government that dea fire-ppug, seven to eight pends for some of its money on
minutes might be consumed. He property taxes.
"With continued work and cosaid with a 350-gallon tank on
the truck more than half the operation, Caldwell county
fires could be extinguished with- should look forward to having
one of the best assessments in
out hooking to a fire-plug.
Kentucky. I will bet that when
they get it, they will like it betHenry Price Re-Elected
ter than what they have had."

Hearings of appeals on assessments made in Caldwell county
were recessed Wednesday morning by H. Clyde Reeves after two
and a half days when, the State
Tax Commission chairman said
it was found that, upon examination of a cross section of
small properties, "The commission finds that the Board of
supervisors has done an equitable job in most cases that have
been heard".
In the re-assessment effort

City Still Short
New Fire Truck

To RLCA Post Saturday
Henry M. Price was re-elected
secretary-treasurer of the First
District Rural Letter Carriers'
Association at a convention held
Saturday at Mayfield. More than
75 persons attended this meeting and the Ladies Auxiliary
meeting. Mrs. Price accompanied
her husband to Mayfield.

Highway Dept. Asks
Bids On County Road

Princetonians Receive
Bachelor Degrees
Princetonians
who received
their bachelor degrees Friday
night at the 82nd annual commencement at the University of
Kentucky,
Lexington,
were
Evalyn Crawford, Frank B.
Linton, William Lowry, Charles
Scott, Allen Watson and Dorothy
Wood.

The State Highway Department, in an advertisement which
appears elsewhere in this issue
of The Leader, asks for bids for
reconstruction and traffic bound
I take this meahs of announcsurface of the Nabb Schoolhouse
road, from Ky. 139 "to the Lyon ing my candidacy for magistrate
county line, 3.6 miles.
of District No. 3, Caldwell County, subject to action of DemoRed Cross Meeting
cratic party, Saturday, Aug. 6,
Postponed To Friday
1949.
The annual meeting of the
Having spent most of my life
Caldwell county
Red
Cross in the Bucksnort community, I
Chapter, originally
scheduled am not unmindful of the duties
last Friday, was postponed un- and responsibilities connected
til 4 o'clock Friday afternoon, with the office.
June 10; in George Coon Library.
If elected, I promise to render
faithful and efficient survice.
wish to solicit the vote and supBreaks Hip In Fall
Mrs. Jose Harmon, Route 1, port of every citizen in the disis undergoing treatment in Jen- trict and assure you that it will
nie Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville, be gratefully appreciated.
for a broken hip received when
Sincerely,
she fell at her home last Friday.
John Laws

John Laws
For Magistrate
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Literary
Guidepost

Chicago office of Franklin-Hoamer-Denby, an advertising agen-

is Jealous. The
boss

for a promotion often 11
idea syiii

cy which riskily opens during little woman has the
the depression.
one up. Things beginwittole
Franklin
Entered ea wend oleos nutter at Prtneeten,'Kr., ander the'
Gerecee
4..hert
-the-- seerCrai
of—rdnirllits of Earth - 11, -Mt
LEGEND OF A LADY, by
and his partners' job is to sell job, and Rita RiOyes
Pubsoriptior prices: In County, $2; In State, 11.10; Out-of-State, 111; Cards of Thanks, 11. Resolutions
t
If Raiment, 1 cents a word. Unsolicited Poortts, I costa a word.
By W. G. Rogers
them for him. Mrs. Martin comes office; Hosmer and
Reading notices, 10 cents a line.
Denny
at,
Robert
Hardy
Andrews
position,
from
looking
and
for a
IdEllfRER OF THE ASSIOCIATkilO PRESS—The Aamoclated Press
her, reluctantly, as
exclusively to the too for repub11gra
3ation of Ill the local news printed In this newspaper, se well as laallentitled
(Coward-McCann; $3)
The National Highway Safety thii part of Kentucky which,
her first appearance she impres- spokesman; the
AP newsdispetches.
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
mysterious
Council's latest slogan reads:
A little woman buffeted by ses the secretaries and steno- Martin shows
of course, they had never seen
up
In life as in baseball
fate decides, and quite sensibly, graphers and you as serious- and is disposed une
before.
of; py
It is the number of
you might think, to buffet right minded, sincere and frank, and wife grows ill.
* * *
back.
deserves
woman
young
as
Her
who
a
name, in this novel
Soap opera may be
Times you reach home
The Office Cat column in the
soft
which takes you behind the to succeed though she doesn't opera, but a
Hopkinsville New Era reports:
Safely that counts
hard-headee,
'Caps and gowns have been stored, curtain" and "United Nations." One word
The reasson many scheduled scenes in soap operas, is Rita perhaps seem aggressive enough hearted automaton
* *
diplomas have been admired by loving has been severed from the world's vocabuAndrews' smartly mu
Murray W. Sell, a teller at stunts were not pulled off during Martin; she is the mother of a to put up the necessary fight.
de,s
child,
Annie
Scalso,
Ralph,
typist,
a
bewhom
novel,
parks
she
Shriners
,
the
which keeps you
' parade Monday
the First National Bank since
relatives, the (xcitement of commence- lary. It is "isolation."
in
a
friends
military
her;
Franklin
secretar
to
school
's
while, as
y
the last page.
Novembers li043, recently com- was the rain. However, one stunt
ment has died away and graduates are
The graduate must step into this world pleted the pre-standard course of literally backfired on a group of she explains, she works hard to
-turning their faces toward a truly adult to fend for himself. He must realize he the curriulum of the American visiting Princeton Shriners. They keep his there; and the place
is part of the pattern that affects the Institute of Banking, receiving had brought a quantity of fire- where she works so hard is the
world.
•
entire
world. If he becomes famous his the institute's certificate and works from Caldwell County to
As each succeeding generation begins
help celebrate. Their plan was phases of a well rounded profame will cross oceans and his words will scoring 96 for the full course, abandoned because
of the rain, gram for high school boys . . .
98 on the final examinat
to spread its wings older folk are prone
be heeded by millions. If he murders, he institute is sponsore ion. The so they parked the car on Central
and many cadets strive diligentd by the
to say things are more complicated now becomes one
of those "American gang- American Bankers Association Avenue and went into the High ly to achieve high standards.
than they used to be. They are right. sters who deal
* * *
in death." If he lives a for training ambitious bank per- School building to enjoy the barThings have become a lot more compli- calm, unevent
Jackie and David toured the
ful life, filled with small sonnel.
becued chicken.
Dearing
* * *
cated.
Printing
Company's
pleasures and little deeds of kindness, he
* * *
huge plant, saw giant presses
The course Mr. Sell has comFor the most part a man's life, it is is a living exampl
Someone passing by, apparent- which print
e of the Four Freedoms. pleted is equal to 168
in several colors at
college
true, is still bounded by the confines of
There can be no great conflict without hours and covers fundamentals ly, threw a cigarette or match one operation . . . and watched
the community—but the olmmunity has open wounds
into
the
remaining. Some of these of banking, commercial law, ne- firework car which ignited the comic books coming off by the
s, there
changed. The community has become an have been
healed, some partially healed gotiable instruments and econom- able explosion andwas consider- thousand. Each was given a big
smoke when manila envelope filled with magentire globe, filled with neighbors who and others
ics. He expects to continue with
are still gaping. It is the task
azines printed there, Bob Mcmore advanced courses in the the fire department arrived.
speak many tongues, have many differ- of this generat
Damage to upholstery was de- Kay, an old and
ion to complete he healing. fall. It is a source of
valued friend
considerent ideas, some of which are good, some
clared
to
be
heavy.
This year's graduate must be strong, able satisfaction to us of the
The Fire De- doing the honors.
bad. It is a community tuned to the confide
partmen
t failed to get the name
* * *
nt, and, fearing only God, be more adult generation to know
of the owner of the car.
roar of jet planes, the mushrooming ready to
Your reporter couldn't find
uphold that which is right; for there are hereabouts young men
* * *
smoke of the atom bomb and the words in the
anybody
at Louisville
who
hands of this generation lies the with the perseverance and amJackie who deposited $30 in would admit knowing anything
bition of Murray Sell . . . who
"communistic threat," "behind the iron fate of
the world.
the
bank
last
weekend
, now says aliout the new "Liberal Demo(P. S.) has put in these long hours of
home study during the last 3 it pays to be graduated . . . the crats" move to organize against
years. . . in order to learn the first time in his young life he the Clements administration. It
fundamentals of the business in has ever found anything good seems some of those who attendabout an education!
A problem complicating the practice of pharmacy is pmenit,i
ed a meeting back in April
which he is engaged.
It is fitting that Owensboro's new example—which
* * *
may be fatal. If there
by the patient who, arbitrarily, demands haste in the preparauce
are claiming they heard no
* * *
swimming pool should be opened Me- is one less
Well Prinoeton's water gets anti Clements talk and are
Two exceedingly nice, attractof a prescription.
not
drowning in the Ohio because
muddy after a big rain
against
morial Day, for it—like the Sportscenter
of the new pool, it will have paid its cost. ive and mentally alert ladies, sometimes the chlorine taste and program the Governor and!or his
As much as twenty-four hours, or more, occasionally me!
. A good many men who
and
Mrs. Hugh Crouse and Mrs. A. E.
—is a living memorial to those who served
smell
are
necessary to fill a prescription properly. It is possible
pretty
be
bad
When
.
.
are
.
ambitiou
the
but
Boyd,
it
s
*
Jaycees
to
hold
Jr.,
high
members of the Woelecfinished equipping
that a
their city and nation during the recent
complicated process is involved, or that a rare, hard-to-get den
men's League of Voters, Paducah, is never as bad tasting as Louis- tive offices were in that meeta
teen-ag
e,
fulltim
e
play center in the were
war.
ville's
water
was
ing
last
and
weekend.
from where I sit, are
recent visitors to this ofis called for. Minutes may turn into hours as your pharmacie
The Sportscenter is the finest building Sportscenter, Moreland park should be a fice. They came to ask question
The big town's water was be- not likely to make the sort of
s
meticulously transforms the written word of your physician
ing
chemical
ly treated .
organiza
of its kind in Kentucky, and now the mecca for Owensboro boys and girls.
which could be efprescription into a healing remedial agent.
With about the tax re-assessment pro- tasted like dirty mould.. . and fective tion
against Governor Clemject here and said
Even
city has a swimming pool of which it a planned program in
the park itself— zation is seeking their organi- iced tea and coffee were fouled ents and his adherents.
Don't hurry your pharmacist. Give him precious time netts
to foster a
may be extremely proud. Other cities tennis, softball, croquet
, and arts and similar movement in the Mc- by the taste.
sary
to compound into exacting balance the drugs your doctoet
have erected monuments and sung the crafts—plus the swimmi
* * *
ng pool and,Play Cracken metropolis. Of course I
prescription demands. Your pharmacist wants to serve you, be
praises of those who gave their best and center, there will
Our
family
attended
another
be little to be desired. frankly confessed errors had
he must have time to place in your hands a preparation careivit
died, but Owensboro has provided tributes
A great debt is owed by Owensboroans been made in the experiment commencement at KMI (the
compounded especially for you. Your pharmacist is aware
fourth) and all of us again were
here
and
which are useful to the living as well.
the
ladies
said
they
to Mayor Lovern, Commissioner Akin
his serious responsibility. He is vitally interested in guard*
would try to profit by mistakes impressed by the high morale of
Guthrie Crowe, State police commis- and former Commis
sioner Beard, and to thy learned about while mak- the cadets and manner in which
your health. —Reprinted from a copyrighted advertisement peibittid
CALL St
sioner, said in his Memorial Sunday park board,
the school seeks to build characMARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
recreation commission, civic ing their investigation here.
by Parke, Davis
Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.
speech here that Americans must ap- clubs, and
omplete Insurance Service
ter. A wide variety of incentives
* * *
individuals who foresaw a
III W. Market St.
IS
employe
preciate their way of life in order to pre- need and have
d,
in military science,
John, Betsy and Chip Hutchfulfilled it so well. If the
scholastic work, athletics, pererson
serve it from isms which would destroy city is proud
because of the Sportscenter, our were over-night guests at sonal appearance and othet
house last week.
it. Nothing could be more appropriate and those
elsewhere are envious, the managing editor of the John is
Phone 2026
Pineville
than a huge auditorium and play center, , pride and envy
will be even grater now, Sun and Betsy is Pennyriler's
plus swimming pool, for Americans in this with the
,God-daughter. 'first born of Mr.
addition of the pool.
area to realize that their way of life is
Others may profit by the example set and Mrs. T. M. Roach, of Midindeed superior to one in which recrea- here, and if
they do Owensboroans have way. Chip, their son, is 7 months
old and a
tion is acceptable only if it benefits the cause for
even more pride. As a perman- liked my grand infant. He even
hard toast . . . and his
state.
ent memorial to those who helped make
it ma learned something about how
We hope boys and girls will use the possible, and
a monument to the living to adjust his diapers from Honey.
swimming pool to the fullest, that they who are
* * *
carrying on, the new additions
will understand supervised play is in- in Moreland
It was nice having these
park are a tremendous confinitely more beneficial to them than a tribution
youngsters .
for it it isn't often
toward a better Owensboro.
we can get natives of the Blue
daring escapade—in the Ohio river, for
(Owensboro Messenger)
Grass to come this far into the
Pennyrile. They were obviously surprised that our country is
so beautiful . . . and kept saying
how delighted they were with
A cabinet member used the
GRACHAN M. PEDLEY
10i10in AND INIILISKIN

DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
AccrairrisiNts
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The Graduate Steps Into The World

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
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An Ugly Word. . . Depression

prices coming down, the next importa
nt
development must be a general reduction
by the manufacturers, and many of
these are already cutting their prices.
Other bright aspects are vacation
travel, already showing signs of reaching boom proportions this summer, and
the construction industry, which recover
ed sharply in March and April as numerous public agencies let contracts for
longdeferred projects. Unemployment is up
50 percent since November but at
3,000,000 still represents less than five percent
of the total working force. Many economists regard this percentage as "normal
".
The outlook, in the opinion of authori
ties who should know considerably
more
about economies than editors do,
seems
to be for continued readjustment
through
this year, with nobody being
seriously
hurt, and a picking up of activity early
in
1950 and generally prosperous
conditions
thereafter for many years to come.
(Paducah Sun-Democrat)

Did You Know?
The word "artillery" was first used
for all engines used to discharge missiles
,
but in more recent times it has been
used only for firearms of long range capable of discharging a bursting projecti
le.

•

Because of the a1,1caline content of
ashes, tools and containers used to handle
ashes in big power plants must be made
of metals which resist corrosion.
Greek geographers divided their known
world into portions. Europe and Asia and
the parts of Africa known to them were,
designated as a part of Asia.
•
The arteries are always empty after
death of an organism and early anotomists believed they were normally filled
with air.
•
Headhunting of some tribes is carried
on to collect soul matter to add to the
stock in the village - soul matter which
is believed necessary for the propagation
of animal and cereal life.
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NO TIME FOR HASTE

Swimming Pool Makes A Better Town

ugly word
"depression" in a statement last week,
the first time the term has cropped up
in years in a declaration by such a high
officer of government. Other officials
have chosen to speak of the present
period in national economies as an adjustment,, a revision of the wage-price ratio,
or a mild recession.
It is obvious to everybody that conditions in June 1949 are quite changed from
those of a year ago, or six or even three
months ago. The negative outcome of the
big Ford strike, and the attitude of the
coal producers to John L. Lewis's latest
negotiations, are indicative of strong
resistance to any general fourth-round
wage increase. The Truman administration has quit talking about reimposing a
wide list of controls, the need for government investment in new steel plants and
other "anti-inflationary" devices. Farmers are looking for ways of cutting costs
rather than increasing production. The
average businessman and retailer readily
admits that trade isn't what it was or
what he'd like it to be.
But neither the government's economists nor business analysts have detected
any proofs that a depression is in prospect, whether by the standards of 192933 or those of 1937-38. They profess to
see a threat in increased private savings;
the average American is now putting
away $10.70 of every $100 he earns, and
gross savings total about as much as the
entire nation earns in a year at the
present rate. But the other side of this
is that most people will have quite a lot
of money with which to buy the things
they still want and need, when prices have
come down to the point where they feel
they are getting their money's worth.
Retailers are discovering, almost without exception, when they do "take the
plunge" and cut inventories by offering
'argain sales, that the public will buy.
','he retailers are in turn putting pressure
n wholesalers and manufacturers, the
me kind of pressure the retailers are
f 'ling from their customers, by a mark, I lack of interest in recording until
i,",es are reduced. With raw materials

to,t3lsoifty2e.e5isnod gtalshlmseo,ntsi,
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HOPKINSVILLE
shop
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Women's Wear
"Not More, But Bet-

Mite sIdgeroll tires as illustrated,
wadable at extra coo.

ter Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

Princeton Motor
Sales
Dawson Road

•
Buick Sales &
Service
We Do All Kind, of Meehan(
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—

the smile when you slip
T
the selector lever into Driving
notch—and
HERE'S

realize that's all there is
to do.
There's the smile when you swing
smoothly up to cruising speed without halt or check or break of stride.
There's the smile at traffic lights
when you halt, wait, then move away
with never a thought about shifting.

like a veteran — in two days you
wouldn't be without it.

Small wonder, then, that Dynaflow

is the drive with which all new developments in transmissions are
compared.
Not merely "something better," it is
something entirely new, the first exciting chapter in a whole new book.

o learn for
But the broadest grin of all comes G
dantly rich in

at the end of a long day's drive and
you find you've covered more miles
more easily. Even your treadle•foot
— so likely to become tired and
cramped maintaining an even speed
in direct-drive cars—appreciates the
fluid ease of Dynaflow.
For Dynaflow Drivet is not merely
a new transmission. It's a new experience — a new luxury in driving.
In ten Minutes you are handling it

yourself how abunpleasure every gallon
becomes when you have Dynaflow.
Your Buick dealer will be glad to
demonstrate—glad to quote delivered
prices — glad to talk terms of as fine
a deal as you could want.

Sak-unooth DYNAPLOW DRIVE' • NU'
VIEW VISION. from enlarged gloss
SWING-IASY DOORS nod lipoly
"LIVING SPACE" INTERIORS s,th NS"
Cradle rushiont • Buoyant rrchng OUADM
RIX COIL SPRINGING • L.'',
STRAIGHT-Miff POWIS *nth

VALVE LIFTERS plus NI-POISED ENGINE

SOOT ag EISNER
'Standard on ROANAAS11
entre cosi on SCIER Inborn berterr 0.1110MIliriir •
err beat/
sew& arm bulb: them

THAW OVOR
MORE GUARD'
•

Ii

lip

tune In HFNItY I T AYICC Anr nintwo,1 ovn, Mond, •,..•ning
YOU, KEY TO GNAT,

Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your

FiRat'llu

sas.senso

MOUNTINGS• Low pretture lusts on worm
RIDE RIMS • Cruisor•Line VENTIFOITS
DUREX BEARINGS, moon and connorfing rock

And you'll find glad surprise in the
delivery dates he is now mentioning.

taisisdard cst ROADMASTER.optional at extra noel cm SUPER 10101.1.1.1
B. F. DILLINGHAM In charge
of shop—

BUICK alone
Isms all Mese features

V1

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

DAWSON ROAD

PRINCETON, KY

Don't take c
Avoid worry
It costs ncrtrio
ble.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
ItheumatiMns Cowtly
New York (AP)—LOrd Border, physician to King George
VI of ngland, estimates that in
Britain last year the money loss
caused by rheumatism alone taI ft. A. Mabry
taled 1olo,p1:19 pouads
,••••••••111•••••
CO-a- liorder came here to at,my of feeding grain tend an international congress
on rheumatism.
on pasture depends upmilk production. A cow duction.
As the pasture season adenough good pasture to
vances, & cow gets from the
gallons
of milk
2 to 2.5
average pasture only enough
ithout loss of flesh. Cows feed for
1 to 1S4 gallons of milk
ss than that on pasture a day. As the grass grows older
grain usually will not it has more fiber and less
prough more milk when tein, and It produces less
forage
for
the
extra
pay
n to
because of slower growth, and
the cows fall off considerably in
er, it is a serious mis- milk production unless they
get
to feed some grain to extra feed. However, keeping the
uing cows. Even though pasture fertile and mowing
it
s may not show a great when it begins to head out tends
productio
milk
n,
the to keep the grasses growing
in
and
in feed helps maintain rich in protein throughout
the
vy milk flow during the season.
idsummer slump and
The following general rules
them from losing flesh. are helpful in determining
the
ey will milk more the amount of grain to feed.
Feed 4
winter.
pounds of grain for each gallon
pasture grass is about of milk produced over
and above
t water, while average the amounts given as follows.
is about 10 to 12 per- Jerseys and Guernseys—on
exr. If a pasture has been cellent pasture; giving 21
/
4 galphosphate
and
d how- lons of milk; on good pasture,
d
young grasses and le- giving I% gallons of
milk; on
upply enough protein, fair pasture, giving PA
gallons
(especially vitamin A) of milk, or on poor pasture,
givrats for high milk pro- ing % gallon of

fity Agent's
Column

Don't take chances with hail
Avoid worry and possible catastrophe
It costs no•more to insure early, rates reason-

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agilculture and

I its' Blight
liy John S. Gardner,
There is no telling whether
tomato late blight will trouble
the gardens this summer, but
is has already been reported in
Georgia, three weeits away from
Kentucky, normally. While it
is true that this state's "normal"
season, that of only chance thunder shower rains, is a protection
against this disease, the smart
thing to do, nevertheless, is to
start the spraying program by
making the first copper application when the first fruits are
the size of a pea or a little larger.
One dare not wait until actual
signs of blight are seen, but the
program must be one of prevention. At least two more sprayings
ten days apart should follow, and
two more ten days apart will
pay.
Quite a variety of coppers are
to be found almost everywhere
44
I in the state. They come in ap'TO THE 311LN WHO AUL LLI4 BEHIND'—Members of
the gtaduating class of the U. S. Naval proximately
45 percent strength
academy throw their hats into the air in Dahlgren Hall
at the conclusion of commencement exer- metallic copper,
and in 5 percent
cises as they cheer the undergraduates—"the men who are
left behind," at Annapolis, Md.(AP Wire- dusts. The
former is for making
photo)
spray, and the general rate of
the county and is a young man use is two level tablespoons per
of sterling qualities. He has gallon of water, but the dust
form must be used as it comes,
thorough academic training and
never in wet spray. The fine
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those will no doubt he an
asset to the print on the label tells which
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
splendid
institution which he kind it is.
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-1(Veek Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader serves.
As between spraying and dustfeature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton
• • •
reing, there really is no choice,
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
June 4, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
especially when the dusting is
June 4 1929. Mrs. C. F. Engel- Carwin Cash, Mrs. Alta Wells, Raymond Stroube, of
Kuttawa, done with the pop-gun
so genhardt entertained a delightful Mrs. John Loftus, Mrs. Tony visited relatives here the laterally in use. With a sprayer,
ter part of last week.
group of friends at her home on Horn, Miss Myrtle Nichols,
covering can be made total, erMiss
- • •
North
Jefferson
pecially inside the plants where
Street last Bertie Nichols, Mrs. Martha
June 4, 1929. Professor Guy the
dense shade and moisture
Thursday evening. Five tables of Jackson, Mrs. Roy Withers, Mrs.
Nichols, wife and daughter, litbridge were arranged in the liv- Sterling, Miss Loucille Butler- tle Miss Hellen Wood, of Tay- are so otter harboring points for
disease. Puffing the dust does
ing rooms which were artistical- more, Mrs.
Will Loftus and Mrs. lorsville, Ky., arrived in this not penetrate there, though a
ly decorated with fragrant lillies
city
Friday
evening
for
a
few good crank duster that can force
Frank Adams
and Dorothy Perkins' roses. At
days visit to his mother, Mrs.
• • •
the material throughout the
the conclusion of the games the
Kallie
Nichols on Green Street.
June 4, 1929. Grayson Harrelhostess awarded prizes to Mrs. son and Howard
McGough are Mr. Nichols and wife have taught and daughter, Dorothy Mae, Mr.
Jim Walker, Mrs. R. W. Lisan- recent employes
of the Stone two very successful schools in and Mrs. Mel Calvert and Mr.
by, Mrs. Clifton Hollowell and Construct
ion Co., in the survey Eastern Kentucky at Taylors- Tom Jenkins called on Mr. and
Mrs. Iley McGough. Late in the in, I the
Mrs. J. T. Boitnott, Bethany.
r:ght
way for the ville.
evening a dainty luncheon was new zity streets.
Sunday evening.
• • •
June 4, 1929. Ar.Sand Mrs. Bob
served. The guests were Miss
• • •
Boitnott, Mr. and Mrs. Scobie
Grace Pepper, Mrs. B. L. Keeney, June 4, 1929.
June 4, 1929. Mrs. R. B Ratliff
Mr. Coy Davis
Boitnott and son, Donald, Mrs. and daughters were most welMrs. R. W. Lisanby, Mrs. Frank has accepted
a position with the
Mrllie Woodruff, Mrs. R. M. Ty- come guests recently at the home
Morgan, Mrs Frank Linton, Mrs. First National
Bank. Mr. Davis ne,
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Mc- of Mrs. Ratliff's parents, Mr. J.
James Walker, Mrs. Clifton Hol- is a son of
Dr. and Mrs. R. 0.
Gregor, and son, Mrs. Dock "ryes F. Claycombe, at Providence.
V - )

plant
ac- Another White Win?
New
ceptable job, provided enough
York —(AP)—Although
dust is used. For 26 plants at Ben White already has won the
the size of the first dusting, the liambletsinian four
times, lie
amount is no less than a fourth
will seek his first victory in the
seciind
ram Mir year. 'X' borie . nan
one-half pound is needed, and
for the third, one full pound. Ben White, trained by Charlie
But spraying is better, and a Thomas and named for the famed
good job has been done when driver is eligible for the trotthe whole plants are made wet ting classic, won four times by
Driver 'White. The horse Ben
enough to just start dripping.
In the event no late blight ac- White is owned by Bill Strang.
tually comes the spraying will
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
have paid for itself many times
in having held in check the sweetness. It is a matter of re.
early blight that always comes. cord that a single setting of
This disease causes the leaves early tomato plants has been
to dry up and drop one by one, kt in uninterrupted production
and the later fruit loses size and of top-quality fruit until frost.
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Added Treats!
WALT DISNEY CARTOON
TRAVELTALK IN COLOR
WORLD NEWS

,.

i

-.-

SATURDAY, JUNE 11

GIANT

NEW LOWER PRICE

A Front Page Thriller!

"Big Town After Dark"
Phillip Reed - Hiller) Brooks

4

Rhythm Rides The Range

"Range Rhythm"
starring RAY WHITLEY

UNIT
SHOW

REFRIGERATORS

STERLING HOLLOWAY

TRUETODE RITOMATIC

At

RADIO-PHONO CONSOLE
$99.50
Easy Terms

Regular
Prices!

Thrilling performbnce combined with rich
cabinet beauty! Glorious purity of ton* ...
from records or radio. See, hear It today!
AM-FM Consols. All features of
$1 37.50
above, phi Static-Free FM!
5-DAY HOME TRIAL on Any Console

"Trapped By A Blonde"
starring

•

Music° Entertainment at its Best!

GENERAL )ELECTRIC

Rib-Tickling ('omedy of Errors!

.

CII.APTER 2

- NEW SERIAL

"G-Men Never Forget"
America's Ace Crime Busters!

SUN. & MON., JUNE 12-13
HISTORY'S MOST FABULOUS LOVER.'. .

Errol FLYNN vulNvEncfoARs C"

( .., \\
,,.....

...

\

hrt

New Low Price
NC-6—Refrigerators

DON JUAN

, 10.
Get that
"NEW CAR SPARKLE"
Complete line of nationally famous auto polishes.
DuPont No. 7, Pt ......69c
Johnson's Came, Pt...
P7118. 15.

Simonis Wax, 7 In
DuPont Cl
, Pt
P7I71, MI

New Low Price Makes
GE refrigerator the
buy of Your Life

-7-,- -•• .1

covoli or tiC/IN/COZOR,./ . v.,

The Premium Solely Tire

DAVIS CURVE SAFETY
EASY TERMS
Ali
6.00)(16
17
;
Other SI res—Simtlee SavIngs
"Invisible" Curve Grippers go into action the
instant you curve, brake
or swerve! New "Cold
Rubber" gives you up to
30% more tread mileage.

WI Alas Hie • Ario Rutherford • Albert Douglas
Plus These Added Features!
MIGHTY MOUSE COMIC
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUES. & WED., JUNE 14:15
WHEN ONE FALTERED AT THE ALTAR

.... SHE ALWAYS HAD ANOTFIERI

NT
!•fir.

_—
^

&ley

Frozen-Food Storage

I

•,:,

FIUTTON
7Ar4e4lem4(et

Fresh Meat Storage

CAREY

Automatic Interior Light

..

i rr

Large Bottle Storage
Roomy Shelf Area

Summer Comfort!
WIZARD HOME COOLER
Airy

STEERING.
WHEEL(OVER

illip
F

SAFE SUMMER

46 PATRICKNOW1.13• VIRGINIA FIELD

DRIVING EASE

7
Cool aposs-ventilation h
your home for a few
cents a day! Pushes out
hot. stale air; pulls in
cooler outdoor air.
any standard windowFits
20^ Fan. nevi.......
$53.95

t
I tO WESTERN

Added Joy!
TECHNICOLOR FEATURETTE
ANIMAL COMEDY

THUR. & FRI., JUNE 16-17
SU Was Me i
.
Oa
mistake
!
..

TO Associate Store

Operated by
How Owned — Howie

ac row nee um* mem

DICK I OWELL
LIZABETH

SCOTT

FA-

la IIANX WYATT

Th u
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KiNTUCKY
lOtto Switches
GraCleveland—(AP)--Otto
ham, whose T-quarterbacking
paces the Cleveland Browns
magical offense, has switched
Frankfort,—Commissioner of from hotels to insurance. He re--Welfallt—A7-11C -Lyon tes---on- cently resigned as kalermanager
nounced that guards at the of a local hotel to join an inState's two penal institutions, surance firm headed .by Carl
National
Eddyville and La Grange, will Brubaker, one-time
pro League
thorough
a
take
to
required
be
training course acquainting them school, which it is set up, will
include M J. Clarke, director of
with their duties.
the DeSteps incident to the training educational activities in
Welfare; the Clinic urse have been set in motion. partment of
chaplain at
Deruty Warden Porter B. Lady, cal Psychologist zind
deputy warden of the State Re- eich of the institutions.
Preparatory i., establishme,it
formatory at La Grange, will
the school, Dr. Lyen has inof
the
of
study
a
for
shortly
leave
Correctraining courses required at Fed- structed the Director of
for distri•
eral prisons for guards and at. irons to have printed
tendants. Tit's action is being bution among the guards a copy
regulations
taken -in recommendation of Dr. of the laws and
officers of
W. E. Watson director of cor- touching the duties of
rections of thz Department of the penal institutions.
In addition, Dr. Lyon has reWelfare.
The teaching staff of the quested C. Harold Ewing, director of probation and parole,
to have similar data supplied to
parole and probation officers.
"In this fashion we hope to
have better-trained men to deal
with prisoners—men who know
how to deal with other human
discreetly, and yet have
Marion beings
Princeton
knowledge of the institutions
with which they are connected,"
Lyon added.

Homemaker News

ows Make U
rop To ai

Hickman Farmers
Silo Conscious

With 14 new silos put up this
Cedar
spring, cattle raisers in HickJune 2, '1:30 o'clock,
are becoming "silo
Bluff, 'Mrs. Tula Goodwin, hos- man county
conscious," according to County
tess.
Age_nt.. Warren Thompson.. The
-7i. 9,-710 o'clock;-Lakewood; silos were made - of -conalie
Mrs. L. M. Sells, hostess.
staves, 12 to 14 feet in diameter
June 10, 3 o'clock, Eddyville and 30 to 40 feet high, costing
were put up
Rd., Mrs. G. U. Griffin, hostess. around $450. Ten
farms.
dairy
on
Quinn,
June 13, 1.30 o'clock,
The first cutting of alfalfa was
Mrs. Marlin angler, hostess.
put in some of the silos, filling
June 14, 2 o'clock, Fredonia to be . compleded with sorghum
Valley, Mrs. Cecil Brasher, hos- and corn, for winter feeding.
tess.
Some farmers told Thompson the
June 15, 2 o'clock, Crider, Mrs silage would increase milk and
Harlin Ennis, hostess.
beef production enough to pay
June 16, 2 o'clock, Friendship, for the silos in two years.
Mrs. Harold Smith, hostess.

Schedule

Eddy Creek

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency

DEATH TRAP—Police Officer Daley D. Lacey and District Attorney Millard Hardin (foreground) inspect icebox which became
a death trap (June 3) for three children in a farm home near Walnut Ridge, Ark. Mrs. Ed Chastain mother of two of the children,
found them wedged in this icebox compartment-34 inches high,
12 inches wide and 18 inches deep. (AP Wirephoto)

The Eddy Creek Homemakers
Club met in May at the home of
Mrs, Floyd Lewis. The devotional and thought for the month
were given by Mrs. Lewis.
The major lesson, home nursing, was presented by Mrs. Jimmie Jones. A book report on
"The Following of the Star," by
Florence L. Barclay, was made
by Mrs. J. A. Hemmingway.
Members present were Mesdames Vernon Burchett, Buddy
Brown, Wylie Jones, Jimmie
Jones, Floyd Lewis, Charles Lester and J. A. Hemmingway.
The next meeting will be June
30 at the home of Mrs. Hershel
Drennan.

Twelve Titles
East Lansing, Mich.—(AP)—
Fendley Collins, Michigan State's
veteran wrestling coach, has
developed 12 national grappling
champions since 1933. His record includes eight NCAA winner and four AM.'!Mists.
Oliver.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames J. W. CroWe, Charles
Skees, Shellle White, S. P. Davis,
Ragon Cummins, Orland Newsom, Fenton Taylor, Floyd Hunter, Harold Smith, Demon Morris,
Herman Oliver, Leon Cummins,
Pete Jones, Charles Smith, Melvin Skees, Gerald Cook Cummins and Brenda Cummins.
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You can rent a New Quiet De Luxe Two 1
Royal Portable . . . $5.00 per month or
months for $12.00. ,At the end of the ninety
the $12.00 rent paid may be applied on
purchase price, providing you decide to buy,
We reserve the right to reject applicants.

704 South Main St
Hopkinsville, Ky

Friendship

YOUR WATCH THHO FREE

Paulson Time-O-Graf
For over 40 years we
have stayed and paid

Russell's Jewelry
203 N. Harrison St.

The Friendship Homemakers
Club met Thursday, May 26,
at the home of Mrs. Willie
Dr. and Mrs. J. 0 Nall, Marion, from Arabia, visited friends in Wyatt.
Thhe major lesson was health
and Mr. and Mrs. John Ed town Tuesday afternoon.
and child care. A book review
Fuller,
Allen
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Friday
were
Young, Princeton,
was presented by Miss Florence
night dinner guests of Mr. and Bowling Green, are spending
Mrs. John F. Rice.
their vacation with his mother,
Mrs. John L. Quertermous, Mrs. Amble Fuller.
Over 125.000 homes
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. TayBilly Sam Young spent Sunday
protected against termites
lor left Thursday morning for
at Kentucky Lake.
will
they
where
Mich.,
Lansing,
by Terminix!
Mrs Reed Brown, Mrs. L. B.
make their home.
Sory and Miss Dora Young atMiss Leilani Newberry, Mortended services at the Cumberganfield, is spending summer valand Presbyterian Church in
cation with her grandparents,
Crayne Sunday.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Mr.
Brasher,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Mr. J. B. Ray and daughter
Dennis Brasher and J. E. HillSara, Sturgis, were guests Sunyard were in Evansville, Ind.,
day of his parents, Mr., and Mrs.
Thursday afternoon.
J. B. Ray, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates
Miss Doris Brown spent last
and children were in Evansville
week
with her grandmother,
accomInd., Sunday, where they
Cruce, Crayne.
panied her mother, Mrs. Mar- Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. and Mrs. Paul M. West
garet Zuermuehlen, home. She
had spent several days with her and daughter, Kay, arrived SunWash., for
son, Freddie Zuermuehlen, and day from Toppenish,
an extended visit with her parfamily.
Mrs. Ambie Fuller returned ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackhome Saturday from Gary, Ind., burn.
Mrs. Luke Quartermous and
where she had been with tier
son, Virgil Fuller, Mrs. Fuller. Billy Sam Young, accompanied
by their grandfather, W. F.
or the last two weeks.
Mrs. Dave Perkins and in- Young, returned from Bradenfant son. David Bruce, returned ton. Fla., Saturday. Mr. Young
from the Princeton Hospital Fri- will spend the summer at his
home here.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Linton Simpkins
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs
spent several days last week and daughter, Frances, and Mr.
with their son, Frank Grubbs, and Mrs. Allen Fuller, Bowling
and Mrs. Grubbs, Lyon Coun- Green, were Sunday dinner
guests of Mrs. Amble Fuller.
ty.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Harwood
Leilania and Evansville, Ind., spent the weekand children,
at an unheard-of
Charles, Breckenridge Homes, end with her sister, Mrs. Veldin
Mr.
and
Yandell.
were weekend guests of her par- Yandell,
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge, and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Miss
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton daughter, Carrie, and
and son, David, have returned ,Illachel Turley spent a few days
from a visit with friends and last week in Greenville.
Mr. and Mrfs. Milton Young
relatives in Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton John- and son, Louisville, are spending vacation with his father, L.
B yourig, an Mrs. Youlig.
RAv. And MTs. J. K. Patterson
CASH PRICE - -. NO TRADE-IN
and two daughters, Betty Carolyn and Linda Kay, were Thursday luncheon guests of Prof.
and Mrs. Guy Nichols. Rev. Patterson, who was formerly pastor
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
church here, is studying for his
Ph. p. degree in Chicago, Ill.,
where they are making their
home. Mrs. Patterson is a niece
of Prof. Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Routte,
Mr. and Mrs Marvin Crady and
children, Pat and Butch, and
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. McElroy
and sons, Bob and Jimmy, Hodgenville, were guests during the
weekend of Mrs. Florence Parr
and Miss Dorothy Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
and sons, Wayne and Donald,
and Leaman Lowry, Evansville,
Ind., were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Belle Lowry and family.

•
CROWN - SAMSONITE - MAX MILLIAN
LEATHER
CANVAS
PLASTIC
TWO SUITERS - ONITES - TRUNKS - VALAPAK

MULEHIDE C
MULEHIDE
CASEIN PAI.

LOW PRICE
Now Only

IT

A CHAMPION IN STYLE
AND LOW-COST MILEAGE!

Studebaker's the stand-out
in solid money's worth
New decorator -fabric uphoisteriee • New
body colors•Self-adjusting brakes• Variable ratio 'ettra-ievn.ge" steering •Panoramic visi011• Beats centered between the
axles•Low center of gravity •Glare-proof
"black light" instrument dials • Automatic hill !alder—available on Champions
at slight added cost, but nandard on other
models. • Automatic overdrive, Cihna•
firer heating end ventilating, white eidewall tires and wheel trim rings or'dawn
arc CpptiOnal at extra coat on an modals.

UST a look at the streets and highways and you
J know a Studebaker buying wave is sweeping
the country.
All America is thinking Studebaker,talking Stude•
baker,buying Studebaker as never before right now.
1949 is all-time-high year in Studebaker sales and
production.
Take a proud place of your own in this Studebaker
success parade. Get Studebaker style that sings
and Studebaker savings that count in your new car.
Stop in and treat yourself to a close-up eyeful of a
49 Studebaker—it's far and away the most for your
money in any new car.

See these wonderful NORGE features!
8 pounds of ice in 2 trays
Giant side freezer
holds 27 pounds of food

Sliding Hydrovoir
for fruits and vegetables
Yea — your birds will grow
I ter desiti
rweight earlier,
Dr .
Ren-O-Sal
r Nig
Nair
water. An easy-touse tablet ntediralion. Also for prevention of ceral
soccidinsis. Double your rooaey's
h with Iten-0-

WOOD DRUG STORE
STUDEBAKER'S REALLY ROLLING! 1949 IS A STUDEBAKER YEAR!

This beautiful refrigerator provides more than 8 cubic feet of
refrigerated storage space . .
Wide side-mounted freezer holds
up to 27 pounds of frozen foods
A wonderful buy at an exceptionally attractive price.

PHONE 2975
Princeton, Ky.

Big 8-cubic-foot size
Dependable Rollator Coldmaker
only 3 moving parts

Full-range cold control
using Freon refrigerant

* Cosh in on
in Ford True
v
* Take ad.
Pool for no
* Choose fro
Truck M
145-h p.
* Pat a (as
'
You now
Nor model
i,y
* Trod.
osit 1,191,40
441111409 fu
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(ows Make Up For
prop In Tobacco
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creases totaled about $700, ineluding money received for yeah;
and the value of heifers kept
for breedini. Home-used products
were valued at $180, making a
total income of $2,738.
Grain arid supplement feeds
cost $899, and hay and pasture
were valued at $592, making a
total feed cost of $1,291.
The average herd profit therefore was 91,445.
Figured per cow, the average
gross inome was $277, and the
average feed cost $130, leaving 1a net of $147 a cow,
V. L. Stinson's five cows returned a gross income $347 a
cow, with a feed cost of $131,
which left a net profit of $216

Homemakers Club
Lessons Pay Well

Page Five

Grass And Clover
Make Good Grazing

The grazing capacity of 15
acres of fesue, Ladino clover,
Mrs. Henry F. Roberts of timothy and redtop sown last
Greenup county speaks with fall by S. T. Stegall & Son of
pride of her table with the new, Livingston county
reported by
modern look, for it is her old County Agent Robert L. Rudolph.
oak one which she brought up
Eighteen yearling Herefords
to date at little cost. After re- were turned into the field March
moving the varnish and making 28, and 18 cows and 10 calves
it satin-smooth by sanding and added on April 10. The growth
was so big on May 1 that the
rubbing, she finished it with oil
Stegalls planned to mow the
and shellac, just as she learned fiekl.
in the Russell Homemakers Club.
The Stegalls also have a good
She also refinished a white pine stand of fescue and Ladino
bedroom suite to bring out the clover on a hillside supposed to
natural beauty of the wood.
have been worn out 50 years ago.
a cow.
Mrs. Roberts gives her club The hillside was terraced, limed
credit for other helpful ideas, and phosphated and seeded with
Brabant said he found three
You can't get it by WITO
too. For example, although she 15 pounds of fescue seed and one
important factors in the profits I
had made many slipcovers, she pound of Ladino clover seed an
on these seven herds. Good proAfter your home's on sflre. ducing cows paid
said she learned several short- acre.
off; good pascuts, and now can fit them with
tuf-Vshowed up in the amount
Get It Here
more ease and perfection. In
of products sold and cost of feed, 'SPOT' 11110Ns 11
I“
l'ANT, TO BE GRADUATED— sewing, she learned how to al- News Travels Fast!
and proper' grain feeding paid "Spot" a kind
Hobart, Okla.—(AP)—Charles
of fox terrier, sits quietly as his mistress, Juanita
ter patterns before cutting a garWhere the Golden Ruh, well
Livingston, tries his cap and gown on him at their home at
Klein is going to learn to conment
so
that
it
fits
upon
compleSavannah, Ga. The two, constant study mates for 12 years—
trol his enthusiasm when it
tion: cutting a garment on the
Applies.
ever since Spot was three weeks old—will be graduated
from grain of the fabric is of first im- comes to promoting civic prohigh school this month. As a pup, and ever
jects,
since, Spot has sat
In his column for the Hobart
contentedly in Juanita's lap as she studied her homework. His portance, she now realizes. Planning meals that are nutritious
'back served as a prop, and he wouldn't move, not even
for a and inexpensive, yet attractive "Democrat-Chief", be innocently
remarked that as part of clean
cat—while serving in this capacity. (AP
Wirephoto)
to the family, is also in her list up week, he
might go so far as
reasons
finds
why
of
memshe
Farm Timber Would
to help his landlady with some
bership in her club worthwhile. of the chores
Ins. Agency
around the house.
Build Seven Barns
Finally, said Mrs. Roberts,
When Klein got home, his landAt
When
least
125
timber
2441
men and 9-H through being a project leader, lady had a long
on the J. E. DurPhone
list of things for
rett farm near Bengal in Taylor club members will be enrolled she has learned to meet people him to do around the house.
_ lit W. Main St
county was marked for cutting in the Knox county corn derby with greater ease.
Princeton, Ky.
recently, it was found that 33 this year, exceeding other years'
Plastic To The Table
acres contained enough timber to enrollments.
New plastic settings consistMore than 300 acres of straw- ing of dinner plate, salad plate,
build seven large tobacco barns.
The woodland has Some of the berry plants were set in Trimble cereal bowl, cup and saucer in
heat resistant plastic come In a
best white ash in that section, county this spring.
notes Wilson J. Mitchell, counAbout 50,000 acres of corn choice of pastel tints ranging
from pink to beige.
ty assistant in forestry. There were planted in Logan
county,
is also a considerable amount of
approximately 95 percent being
coffee, honey locust and hackUK Commencement
berry trees, all uncommon in of the hybrid variety.
Set
For June 3
It is estimated that 1,000
central Kentucky.
Approximately .1,300 students,
Hubbard Shreves of the same acres of alfalfa were seeded in
the largest graduating class in
county also has an excellent Henry county this spring.
the history of the University of
stand of timber on land too steep
Because of the better live- Kentucky,
will receive degrees
to grow any other crop. Through stock-pasture program in Webat the school's 82nd commenceprotecting his woodland aganist ster county, corn acreage will
ment Friday, June 3. Vice Presiforest fires and stock grazing, be cut by 5,000 acres this year.
dent Alben W. Barkley will dehe has trees already to cut now,
Sixty-seven women in Harliver the commencement address
said Mitchell, and will continue rison county have served as
on Stoll Field, scene of this
to have them for years. Mr. leaders of 4-H clothing clubs
yea r's graduation exercises.
Shreves estimated he saved half during the past year.
Guest speaker at the University's
the price of his tobacco barn by
Bill Mattingly of Meade counannual commencement luncheon,
using his own lumber.
ty, who changed from raising
to be held the same day, will be
beef cattle to the dairy industry,
the representative from the Sixth
011MEMMINIIMIlk has installed a milking mahirte
Kentucky District, Thomas R.
ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each
and is shipping milk.
P.c up
SAFER SERVICE
Underwood.
WALLPAPER, per single -roll
121
/
2c up
A 25-acre field of alfalfa, one
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot
of the largest in Grant county,
6V4c
For a small family a boneless
was seeded on Lee Lanter's
smoked shoulder butt of ham is
farm near Williamstown.
a good choice. These weigh from
If phone No. 3028 will
Ladino clover and Ky. 31
CALL US FOR
one to four pounds. They are
call this office by Satfescue
have
been
included
on
at
PROMPT, SAFE
sometimes called "cottage" or
urday noon they will
least 80 percent of the perman- "daisy" hams.
LONG-DISTANCE
receive 1 qt. of War• ent pastures seeded in Marshall
ren's 4-hr. Enamel.
MOVING SERVICE
county.
Avarorized Ag•IN For
Between 3,000 and 3,500 acres
0
of vetch-grain mixtures were
IICLEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES .
$7.50 per sq.
turned under in Mercer county
IITLEMDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
75c per gal.
in preparation for tobacco crops.
CASEIN PAINT
279 per gal.
tote.tA.4
ad.
Thirty Green county farmers
have entered the 1949 corn derSPECIAL.
by.
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet....$4.50
The first use of methyl broThis dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
mide beds in Johnson county was
made by Irvin Rice of Paintsville.
•
109 Short Street
George Smith of Lawrence
r:gr re
Mit'I.j.i
Arnold Ligon Truck Line county says a 30-acre field of
fescue grazed since early March
....
.
001011.41
al - analailiCall
Contact
saved him approximately $210
a.•111111...
JAMES D MASHBURN
%at lat aari•
•••
Princeton, Ky. In feed costs.
Phone 2016
Forty-eight 4-H
clubs in
•
- ••,t11
I
dI i
Southern Madison and Rockcastle
‘11.11111111•1111.11111111110 counties have a total memberfor
ship of 1,047 boys and girls.
• GOOD QUALITY

get
allotments
0 tobacco
Agent Stuart
sailer, County county, says
Iowa, Todd
up the loss by
kuniers earl make
back up, his
To
cow&
going
made
saement, he cited records
of seven small farms
owners
q
Northern Todd county.
herds averaged
Ise seven
cows a herd.
nine
over
jaly
os
dairy products
of
sales
cos
inwaged $1,856. Net stock

Insurance

C. A. Woodall

Matching Buttons
Now you may have plastic
buttons dyed to match your own
fabric. Available in a number of
department stores is a new service whereby you take a swatch
of fabric to the store, and the

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Ky. Farm News

buttons you choose will be dyed
to the exact shade. In regions
Where the service is not avail- '
able, swatches may .be mailed
directly to the company.
Try a Leadet Classified Ad!

Prescriptions

WOOD DRUG
STORE

Fredonia, Ky.

THRIFTENNEVSBIGGER
SHIRT VAIRS

"BILL DING'S" Business
is
BUILDING Business

TI/IS IS OUR POLICY
AND PRIDE —
OUR PATRONS MUST
BE SAT/SF/EDI

New Pastel Colors
BIGGEST SHIRT NEWS
IN YEAR'S
PENNEY-PRICED

2.98
Towncraft• Sanforizedt
broadcloths in all those
sensational new colors you

Bill Mick

*****
•
•
•

Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE
•

want! Big values. Buy them
now for Father's Day.
TOWNCRAFT* TIES 1.49
•Res.

Otf.
fShrinkoo....11 notrued 1%

Towneraff Whites

,9 ; :if .101':

A BETTER SHIRT
AT THE SAME LOW PRICE!

MEMORIALS

Trade in and

Crops Certified

faimeratool
a Aiegiffa re/
DO
SEE WHAT WE CAN

County Agent Woodrow Coots
announces the following crops
will be certified in Simpson
county: Ky. 31 fescue, Vigo
wheat, Ky. No. 1 barley, Ky.
180 one-sucker tobacco, hybrid
seed corn, Kenland red clover,
Ky. 215 red clover and Landino
clover. Thirty-two farmers are
using 2,4-D to control weeds.

• GOOD WORKMANSIIIP

Now-24 more threads to
the square inch, pearl buttons, HIGHER QUALITY
throughout! Sanforizedt.
mercerised, Nu-craft* collars. Better values than
ever. Sizes 14-17.

°GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
see

GIFT BOXED FOR
FATHER'S DAY

Henry & Henry
Phone 3284 Princeton, Hy.

TOWNCRAFT* TIES

( A Low Price for

(

... When
you sco
this
sign—

*Cash in on the
is Ford Truck biggest trade-In allowances
History'
* Take
advantage of
Pol for new truck*the biggest monthly soles
we've had in years!
IV
hon. over 130 Ford Bonus Buil,
"vtl, Models—from Half-Ton Pickups
to
14S-h.e. BIG JOBS'
* *vt a cost-soving
Ford Truck to work for
'
"
r nowl IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on oil bet•
ralals4.1
* Tanis in your
old truck while you con still
1st high-dollar for k. Used truck values or•
*FPing fostl

F"os•

11ZY FORD
FORTRADES
BIGGEST TRADE-IN ALLOWANCES
IN FORD TRUCK HISTORY!

RANDOLPH MOTORS

, Topflight Shirts

•

Buy Several At This
Cash-and-Carry Low!
New IDIA
tractor mower
•let, oo owl oft

•

$1.98

•Nam mow* lino

Wit display this trade-mark at
your Invitation to cOtne kt and
Ash. L.'s talk oboist forming and
how you con lay* tiro* and labor.
Les talk about Ow N,w loss Tractor Mower—the smoothest, fostest,
safest mower you ever saw ...
about the Nmis km four-bar Skirt
Calm and Tedder which Mips you
about
to mats bettor hay
how you con us* this oll purpose
Now IDIA Farm Wagon to g•t
mom work dom. You're always
volcanos, so drop in soon.

Penney's Friday & Saturday Specials
NIW iln•

Sid. Itoi•

•
•

YOUNG HARDWARE 8,1i111"..Welii.
Fredonia, Ky.

Phone 2028

1.49

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Think of
Better rar
.mi
Get new-truck pep and power,
get new-truck cost-cutting efficiency by putting a Ford Truck
on your job NOW! There's a
Ford Truck for year job, for any
job,over 150 models in all. Conventional and Cab-Over-Engine
types. Stake, Platform, Pickup,
Pa nel,and Express bodies.Three
great truck engines. A 145-h.p.
V-8 for the BIG JOBS. A choice
of 100-h.p. V-B or 95-h.p. Six
for other models. New Ford
Million Dollar Cab!

2.98

MEN'S BROADCLOTH DRESS
SHIRTS — White and Plain Colors

FANCY RAG RUGS
TAILORED PANEL CURTAINS
Rayon Marquisette,42x90 . .

• $1.66
$1.71
$1.00
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Thursda , June

1
aths & Funer.
rsdoy, Juitit 9,

9,190

children accompanied them home Hopkinsville Road, were Mr. and uot:es, has been
nalned
r.
Dwanon
d AI
Roatri,b
F
tor a visit, enroute to Jackson, Mrs. George Scranton, Dearborn,
rth of
Mitte., where they will visit her Mich.; Mrs. Warren Jackson, Jr.,
ALI,Iic hI et!fl,* Calloway
Cleveland, 0.; Mr. and Mrs. Jack ter,
June 6,
family.
Waller, Akron, 00.; and Mrs. A. i s County Hospital,
county, is visiting Mrs. B. G.
Miss Billy Jo Sadler, Bowling
W. Helton, Oregon. Mrs. Jack- Mrs. Jolly is II daUghter
Moore,
Dawson
Road.
NOTII: Please call No. 2141 aim wve items for this peso to whoever answers the phone... to expedite handling
Green, spent several days last son remained for the week's and Mrs. N. C.
McCarty,
James C. O'llara, University of
of the news.
8.
week with Mr. and Mrs.' W. L. visit.
'1',•xlis, Austin, *texas, spent Graastaff, and family.
Mrs. McKee Thomtgn enterTry .a Leader Classiti.4
' week -Vilth Ills parents, Mr. Iiieut. Raleigh E. Young, Jr, tained Sunday at the Princeton
Ladd-Perkins
alai Mrs. E. W. O'Hara. He made Ft. Henning, Ga., is on leave
George
Mrs.
Hotel
and
Mr.
At 1.30 o'clock Friday afterthe trip by motor with Edward visiting relatives here. He will Scranton, Dearborn, Mich.,
Mrs.
noon in the Baptist Church CotG. Hopkins, also of the Universi- also visit his father, Raleigh
Hugh A. Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs.
Green, Miss
tage at Bowling
ty of Texas, who visited here a Young, Sr., who is a patient in J. D. Stephens and George Steew days.
Linda Lee Ladd, daughter of
a teouisville hospital.
phens.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hawkins, Mrs. W. L. Granstaff has reHearthstone Farm, home of Mr. lam C. Sparks, Jr., brother of Mr. and Mrs. Royce W. Ladd of
George
Mrs.
Denham
Misses
and
and Mrs. William Carl Sparks, he bride.
turned home from a visit to
Georgetown, became the bride
Atha Stallings and Dorla Dean Pew Mexico and Galveston, Tex. Leader Congratulates
was tie scene Saturday afterAfter the reception Mr. and of Mr. Douglas It. Perkins, HighMr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins,
Stallings ,spent last Thursday in She was accompanied on the
noon, June 4, of the marriage of Mrs. Goza left for a wedding land Ave.
Fredonia, on the arrival of a son,
Louisville.
their daughter,
Suzanne, to rip through the South and on
Western
Pine
relatives
trip by
of
The bride, given in marriage
'David Bruce, Wednesday, June
Mrs. Fred Schlunz, who has Bluff, Ark.
Hiram Jennings Goza, Jr., son heir return will make their by her father, wore
a gown of
0, in the Princeton hospital.
visiting
her
been
mother,
Mrs.
of M. and Mrs. H. Jennings home in Nashville, Tenn., where white slipper satin. Her
Rev. G. J. Walters and fami• • •
fingerBernice M. Davis, W. Main street, ly, of Cumberland,
Goza, Memphis, Tenn. Rev. he bridegroom is a student at
visitrecently
illusion
fell from a
Charles W. Smith,
tip veil of
and
Mr.
Mrs.
return
to
her
will
home
in Ot- ed NV. and Mrs. Frank Farmer
David W. Schulherr, pastor of he Vanderbilt University, School
Mary Stuart bonnet of the matumwa, Ia., Sunday, accompa- and Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Lester. Route 2, Fredonia, on the birth
Central Presbyterian
Church, of Law.
terial. She carried white rosenied by Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Wil- Mrs Walters is the farmer May of a son, David Alan, Thursday,
read the vows at 5:30 o'clock
Among out-of-town guests were huci,s centered with a gardenia.
lard and Mrs. Davis. Mrs Davis Farmer. While here, a family May 19. The baby weighed seven
in the presence of friends and Mr. and Mrs. James B. Todd, Jr., Miss
Sue Jackson of Hopkinspounds 15 ounces.
President Truman Monday, will remain for a month's visit reunion was
relatives.
Bopkinsville; Mr. and Mrs. James ville, cousin of the bride, was
• • •
held at Kentucky
daughter
with
her
Mrs
and
A program of nuptial music
Lake, The Walters were enroute
Wheeler, Miss Mary Wheeler, maid of honor. She was dressed nominated Mrs. Georgia Neese
Mr. and Mrs. William M. SeySchlunz.
Schlunz,
Mrs.
the form- home from Western State Col- more, Princeton,
was presented prior to the cere- Miss Joan Ferguson, Mr and n blue
on the arrival
satin and carried red Clark, vivacious Richland, Kans., er Margaret
Terry Davis, was lege, where they attended commony by Mrs. Judy Peebles, Mrs. Victor Speck, Fred Speck, roses.
of a son Wednesday, May 18
banker, as the first woman treasa bridesmaid in the Sparks-Goza mencement exercises, at which
Paducah, organist, and Rumsey Mrs. Selects Shields, Dr. and
Darryl Wayne weighed seven
Mi. Lonnie Chester of Dawson urer of the United States.
wedding Saturday.
Taylor and Mrs. George Eldred, virs. Warren P. Sights, Mr. and
their daughter, Pat, received her pounds 11 ounces.
Springs, served as best man. Miss
Mrs.
Clark,
a
49-year-old
divorMrs.
Harrington
B.
G.
returned
vocalists.
• •.
nd Mrs. P. H. Ryan and Mr. Jean Ladd, sister of the bride and
B. S. degree.
cee, was supported for the post by to Louisville Monday after a
The ceremony was, performed nd Mrs. Clarence Sullivan, Pa- Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillery Barnett
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Marshall,
Early Perry
the bride- Mrs. India Edwards, head of the visit to her son, Mitchell Harringin the garden, the vows being lucah; Ma and Mrs. John A.
and Miss Virgie Barnett are va- Eddyville, on the birth of a
groom's sister, were usherettes.
women's division of the Demo- ton, and family.
exchanged beneath an arbor !Welch, Chicago, Ill.; William D.
cationing in Tampa, fla.
daughter Monday, May 23, in
Following a wedding trip, Mr. cratis national committee.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker
covered with white roses.
3ickham, Tarrytown, N. Y.; Mr. .nd Mrs. Perkins will make
Weekend guests at the 6rrie the Princeton Hospital. The baby,
their
She flew into Washington over Spent Saturday night and SunMatron-of-honor was Mrs. Wil- nd Mrs. W. S. Dollar, Bowi- borne
of Mr-. Hugh A. Goodwin, 521 who weighed seven pounds nine
in Princeton.
the weekend after a hurry-up call day in Carmi, Ill., with Mr. and
liam C. Lowry and bridesmaids ng Green; Mr. and Mrs Gus
from Mrs, Edwards. Her's is the Mrs. Buddy Walker and
were Miss Joanne Cheves, Gains- Kortrecht, Mr. and Mrs. Henchildfirst of several expected nomin- ren,
vale, Ga.; Miss Marge Waller, ring Hilliard, Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Mrs. J. Buford Todd, Jr.
ations
of
women
to
high
federal
Mrs.
Buford Todd, Jr., HopMiss Dorothy Ann Davis spent
Evansville, Ind.; Miss Anna Gar- hall Polk Eldred and Miss Bille
office, including diplomatic posts. Sunday
in Paducah with her
rett Ratliff and Mrs. M. M. Royce, Jane Freeman, Louisville; Mr. kinsville entertained Thursday
Louisville, and
Mrs. F. C. nd Mrs. Roy S. Wilson, Mr. and with a btidge luncheon, in honor first to Savannah, Ga., and then father, Mr. W. E. Davis and Mrs.
Schlunz, Ottumwa, Ia.
vIrs. James G. Dollar and Mr. of Miss Suzanne Sparks, bride- up the coast through Virginia Davis.
HALF PRICE]
Mrs. C. M Wood, ColUmbia,
Best man was the father of the nd Mrs. Philip Mitchell, Madi- elect.
to New York City with side
bridegroom and groomsmen were onville; Mrs W. B. Sparks, John The luncheon was held at the trips to Williamsburg and Rich- Mo, spent several days here last
William Bullock, Herbert High- S. Carr, Mrs. L. R. Richards, home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Buford mond, Va., and Washington, D. week, enroute to
fill, Jack Hilzheim and William Mr and Mrs. Nathan Anderson, 'odd. Garden flowers were used C. After a few days in New ; where she is visiting Mr. and
Shea, all of Memphis, and Wil- Jr., arid Miss Charlotte Waller, ti) decorate the reception rooms, York City they plan to dirve Mrs. David Sutherland and C.
Morganfield. Mrs. H. Latta nd pink roses in small crystal through the Hudson River Valley M. Wood, III.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols
Smith
and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson teases centered the serving tables. and on to Montreal, Canada, reWalker Has It
have returned from Cleveland,
Ludy, Sturgis; Mr. and Mrs. A. Place cards and tallies for bridge turning home about July 1.
DEODORANT
0., where they ,visited relatives.
Bodes and Miss Sally Rodes, arried out the bridal motif.
Mrs. Bernard Orange and two
iashville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. The guests included the bride- Entertains Friday With
ta. P. Koster, Tupelo, Miss.; Mr. elect, Miss Sparks, her bridal atburst, Baltimore, Md.; little Miss
tendants,
W. C. Lowery of 41 Fresco Dinner
REGULARLY $100
Linda Jo Price, Oak Ridge,
Walker's Drug & Jewelry .nd Mrs. E. M. Cheatliam, Ed- Lexington,Mrs.
,,/Mrs.
A.
Hugh
Goodwin
enterMiss
Anna
Garrett
ward Cheatham, Miss Alice
Tenn.,
and
Mr
and
Mrs. Allen
Ratliff of Boston, Mass., Mrs. tained Friday night with an al
Thomson and Mrs. Claude FairFrederick Schluntz of Ottumwa, fresco dinner at her home, 521
hurst. Kuttawa.
aowa., Miss Marjorie Waller of Hopkinsville Road, for Mr. and
OUR BEST $3.98
TAX
Evansville, Ind., Mrs. Glenn Mrs. George Scranton, DearBright of Princeton, and Mrs. born, Mich.; Mrs. Warren Jack- Fredonia Couple Has
LIMITED
son, Jr., Cleveland, 0.; Mr. and
games Dade.
Dinner
Guests
Sunday
TIME
Mrs. Jack Waller, Akron, 0.;
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Mrs. A. W. Helton, Oregon, and
ONLY
nd Mrs. Milton York, Fredonia,
Traveling In East
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Stephens and
80x80 Materials That
*ere Mr and Mrs. Guy Prowell,
Mrs. Charles Geiger and Mrs.
son, George, and Mr3 McKee
South Miami, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs.
W. 0. Housam, St. Louis, Mo.,
will no; fade. Buy ev
Thomson.
Odos Paris, Chicago, Ill., Mrs.
left recently for a motor trip
SO EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD that once you try Dorothy
'nay Won& t
eral
Today .
Ella Travis and Mr. and Mrs.
through the East. They went
Perkins flower-fresh Deodorant you prefer it always! Try it
In- &Lim.
Entertains Tuesday
Thomas Paris, Marion; Mr. and
today
FOR CHARM'S SAKE: It's effective and gently safe,
Bolin and Mrs and Mrs. R. B.
Mrs. McKee Thomson enter- Mrs. Lester Corley, Mrs. James
CONTROLLED BY . . .
ever-fragrant, ever-creamy. Today it's AN EXCEPTIONA
Elms, Jr., Memphis, Tenn., and tained at dinner Tuesday night Reeves and Miss Phyllis Gean
L
BUY, too, so get your family summer supply now during this
QUARTZ CRYSTAL
Er. and Mrs. Peter Biasella and at Rothrock's Mrs. Hazel Brooks Travis, Kansas
City, Mo., and Mr.
half-price
sale!
Timed to the accuracy
elr and Mrs. Robert Mann Sims, and Miss Elizabeth Thomson, Ar;and Mrs. Clarence Rustin and
PRINTS THE TICKS OF WATCH
of the stars
(noxville, Tenn.
lington, Va.; Miss Veronica Fair- Geraldine and Ronnie Prowell.

New U. S. Treasurer

Sparks- Gaza Wedding
Solemnized In Garden

91oomfield,

WEEK -END
SPECIALS

Gifts for All
Occasions

50'PLUS

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
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Fiesta

LuR

alker's Drug & Je

$2.77

Sisia and

RUSSELL'S JEWELRY
203 N. Harrison St.

/Va.&

Princeton, Ky.
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. jar
PORK & BEANS, Ky Beauty,
two 19 as. cans
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI,
Red Cross, 3 packages for
DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin
full cream, lb.
CORN, Pennysaver, white cream 1 1
style country gent'men, 19 oz. can I
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
16 oz. can
1 13(
TURNIP GREENS, Nancy Lee,
fancy, 29 as. can
1 91
TOMATO JUICE, College Inn
46 oz can

L2(

111(

PEACHES, Remarkable, mixed
sizes, large 29 Oz. can ...

22/(

SARDINES, Sea-lect
15 oz. can

71
1 1/(

PICKLES, Bond, whole sour,
16 oz. jar
PAPER PLATES, Diamond, 9-in.
twelve to pkg.

21(

PAPER FORKS or SPOONS
package

Ask about
easy terms
—trade-ins

ASPARAGUS, Val Vita, green Ups,
picnic size can
25f
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES
Nancy Lee, 19 oz. can
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas Indiana, 121
(
14 oz. bottle
CRACKERS, Ovenkist,
2 lb. box
41(
CORN, Ski High, White
country genUemen, cream
style, 19 as. can
JELLO, all flavors 9c
3 packages for
GRAPE JELLY, Smucker's, pure
10 oz. jar
EVAPORATED MILK, Sunshine
tall can
PINEAPPLE, Silver River, crushed
delicious, 19 oz. can
PINEAPPLE, Lotus delicious, sticed, heavy
ea
sliced, 19 oz. can
_C
.
PICKLES, Dill,
32 as. jar
32(

High
Depe
Ratliff Hd

1(
25(
213

PAPER CUM, Dixie
pkg. qf six for
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
25 lb. bag

PRESERVES, Apricot or Peach,
Smucker's pure, 3 32-crs. jars
('HEWING GUM,
3 pkgs. for
1Of
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden 31
(
32 as. jar

Comfortable Casualties

CANDY
6 bars for
JACK SALMON, fresh
ready to cook, lb frozen'
POTATOES, Nancy Lee,
two 19 oz. cans for

T. R. A

It's Fun To

PI

10(
$ 1 4$

Ameni

25
19
25c

Power
Self-Propell

Carton, Ky. (tax inc.).

NW FRIGIDAIRE

There's new spa hie, new
convenience and the timetested dependability you
expect In these brand now
Frigidaire De Luxe Refrigerators. Hero are lust a
low of the many features
rota like .11.

FEDERATED

• Famous Meter-Miser mechanism
• 5-Year Protection Plan
• Full-width Super-Freezer Chest
• Exclusive Quickube Trays
• Full-width, glass-topped Hydrator
• Handy, sliding Basket-Drawer
• 1-Piece, all-porcelain interior

Pincor-Built
Engine.

MEAT SPECIALS
SLICED BACON
1 lb. layers

FRANKS
pound

Welded Ste
New Depart

FRESH FRUITS AND PRODUCE
TOMATOES, fresh, home grown
pound
ORANGES, Florida Valencias
5 lb. bag

Hand adjust

CORN, fresh, 5 doz. size
ear Vac,6 ears for
YELLOW ONIONS

21/2 inches.
Full 20-inch

pound

At Your Req

Red Front Stores
E. Market St.

Phone 2091

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky.
9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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aths & Funerals At The Churches
,r

Mitchell

services for Oscar
who died early Wed76,
It
, June 8, will be
E0 morning
o'etreck Thurs2
at
acted
afternoon at Blue Spring
h.
Hatler, assisted
ev. H. G. M.
T. Cunningham,
J.
Rev.
the
Burial will
be in chrage.
cemetery.
Lit the church
Mitchell, who had been
, is suratssit seven months
by his widow, Mrs. Ida
l; three sons,
'dress Mitchel
all of
p„ Gorman and 011ie,
Mrs.
riceton; two daughters,
neth SpIckard, Princeton,
l,
Miss Elizabeth Mitchel
s,
ease, N. Y.; three brother
all
ford, Luther and Vllos,
Caldwell county, and 13
akhildren.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock.
Worship Service, 11 o'clock.
CYF, 6 o'clock.
Chaplain James Trewalla, Outwood Veterans Hospital, will
preach at 11 o'clock Sunday
morning, June 12.

Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.na,
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, Minister
uneral services for Marshall SUNDAY
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
Polk. brother of Mrs. Dique
Satur- 10:45 o'clock, Morning Worahil
red, were conducted
Polk
7:30 o'clock, Evening Worship
in Nashville, Tenn. Mr.
Friday. June 3, following WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'cclock, Evening Worshij
roke.
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Servici
retired worker for the U.
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
, Mr. Polk was a veteran
Internal Revenue DepartFIRST BAPTIST
the Spanish-American War.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
suris
he
ides Mrs. Eldred
Miss
ed by two other sisters,
cemetery.
Mr. Farris is survived by his
udence Polk and Mrs. George
Hillman. both of Nashville. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Among those who attended the Farris; four sisters, Mrs. Ralph
en' were Mr. and Mrs. Dique Haile and Misses Wanda, Verla
red and Miss Mary Wilson and Ruby Farris; three brothers,
ed, Princeton, and Mr. and Rosa, Beverly and Jimmie; three
. Steger Dollar, Bowling nephews, a niece, a grandmother
en, and Mr. and Mrs. Mar- and a great-grandfather.
1 P Eldred and Gus KorCause of death was given as
ht, Louisville.
high blood pressure.

rshall T. Polk

mes Farris

ral services were coned Friday afternoon, May
at Pleasant Grove Church
James Farris, 28, who died
arsday, May 26, at his home
.er a long illness. Rev. Henry
'Aland, former pastor, was In
,rge Burial was in Rogers

Mrs. Mary K. Sand
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Katherine Sand, 71, who died
Sunday, June 5, at the hcme of
her daughter, Mrs. Hershel
Campbell, Maple Street, were
conducted Tuesday afternoon at
taneyville Church. Burial was
in the Caney Creek Cemetery.

•
Mrs. Mark Jones
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Fiesta --- LuRay
alker's Drug & Jewelry

were used to transport Staff
'featly ua r te rs men, equipment
and office files of the CommandDonakl Tyrie, seaman appren- er, Air Force, Pacific Fleet, and
participated in
tice, recently
two other units from Pearl Har"Operation Moving Van" as a bor, Hawaii, to San Diego, Calif
crew member aboard the airThe Leader is authorized to antes
candida
carrier 1.ISS Valley Forge.
emit
ngfollowi
nounce the
Walker Has It
for State representative, subject The flight and hangar decks
to the action of the voters at the
voters at the primary
imary election, Saturday, Aug. ion of the
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
6, 1949:
Republicans:
Democrats:
W. FRANK RILEY, DIST. NO. 5
WILLIAM•L.•JONES
Walker's Drug & Jewelry
•
Democrats:
3
NO.
anDIST.
to
LAWS,
zed
JOHN
authori
is
The Leader
nounce the following candidates
for county judge, subject to the
action of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
WOOD
CLYDE 0.
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for county attorney, subject to the
action of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
R. BAKER
CLAUSCINE
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for sheriff, subject to the action
of the voters at the primary ejection, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
GLOVER J. LEWIS
HYLAN MITCHELL
SID SATTERFIELD
MACK RUSTIN
Republicans:
FREDERICK McCONNELL
MITCHELL CLIFT
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for county court clerk, subject to
the action of the voters at the
primary election, Saturday, Aug.
6, 1949:
Democrats:
PHILIP STEVENS
Republicans:
AN
4OHN B.•MORG
•
•
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for jailer, subject to the action of
area joy to wear.Choose the
Put your feet first...in shoes that
the voters at the primary election,
Fine Oxford with outSuperClinic
Buck°
1949:
Saturday, Aug. 6,
seamless, unlined
and smooth inside
soft
so
ats:
Democr
side counter pocket. Here's a shoe
NICHOLS
HAMPTON
to look at and easy
lovely
o
feet—s
• • •
your
babies
it practically
of your professional wardrobe.
The Leader is authorized to anto clean it will be the pride
nounce the following candidates
Other styles
,
Oxford
-Fine
Super
The Clinic
for county tax commissioner, subat
voters
ject to the action of the
according to leathers.
the primary election, Saturday,
Sizits 314 to 10
AAAA to C
Aug. 6, 1949:
WEAR...
LON41111
FOR
PAIR
Democrats:
wherein extraWI Bill IWO
service and additional votion to duty
S. J. LARKINS
MRS.
Ray R. Nabors, 25, of Versail- electric
exerbeen
has
courage
Republicans:
e" to the Tyrone plant ordinary
les, boiler operator at Kentucky damag
important elecDUNBAR
MISS MAGGIE M.
22, when a boiler cised to maintain
r
Octobe
last
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• • •
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Compan
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tric service or to restore servle
ed.
explod
tube
Counzed to anrd
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authori
Leader
Woodfo
The
Power Plant in
shortest possible time."
The award, which carries a in the
nounce the following candidates
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
since
time
ty, received the 1948 Claude L.
second
the
is
This
for magistrate, subject to the actof $150, a bronze medeswas
Matthews Valor Award, one of cash prize
award
the
scroll, was made by Mr. 1938, when
the electric industry's top awards al and
U. employe has
president of the firm tablished, a K.
ws,
Matthe
c
Atlanti
in
2,
June
ay.
n. The 1941
Thursd
citatio
the
d
receive
special
cal
manufacturing electri
n, then
Jackso
City, N. J.
Ralph
was
winner
session of the Edison
He was cited for his "quick ties, at a
a member of K. U. repair crew
conannual
te's
Institu
c
Electri
e
thinking, judgment and courag
. K. U. is the only com. The award is given in Harlan
in averting possible injury to vention
with two award winners.
pany
"deof
acts
honor
to
year
fellow workers, interruption of each
e mnst accompany rea different salad, soften mittanc
For
945 a.m. Sunday School
the proposal forms.
cream cheese and mix with sliced quests for
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
mound
information, bidding
olives;
r
Furthe
uffed
o-st
piment
6:45 p.m. Toining Union.
on
ively
attract
e
this mixtur
proposals, et cetera, will be furLEBANON BAPTIST
thick ripe tomato slices and ar- nished upon application to the
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
range on watercress or shredded Frankfort Office. The right is I
Services held every second salad greens. Serve with French reserved to reject any and all
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock or old-fashioned boiled dressing. bids.
and Sunday morning at 11
DEPARTMENT OF
o'clock.
COMMONWEALTH OF
HIGHWAYS
UCKY
KENT
Kentucky
rt,
Frankfo
DIST
OGDEN METHO
2t
DEPARTMENT OF
June 2, 1949
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
HIGHWAYS
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
E TO CONTRACTORS
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock NOTIC
Sealed bids will be received
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
by the Department of Highways
6 o'clock
at its office, Frankfort, Keno'clock
7
p,
Evening Worshi
until 10:00 A. M.Central
tucky
7
,
Service
g
Wednesday Evenin
rd Time on the 24th day
Standa
o'clock
of June, 1949, at which time
bids will be publicly opened and
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
read for the improvement of:
preach
will
Oliver
Leon
Rev.
Caldwell County RS 17-182
Church
at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Nabb Schoolhouse Road from
at 11 o'clock, Sunday mroning,
Ky. 139 to the Lyon County line,
June 10. Night services will be
3.6 miles, Reconstruction and
held at 7:30 and Sunday School
traffic bound surface.
is
public
The
.
o'clock
9:30
at
The attention of prospective
invited.
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements and necesNational Director To
sity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
Speak To WOW,Cadiz
E. D. Rivers, Lakeland, Ga., covering subletting or assignnational director of Woodmen ing the contract and the Departof the World Life Insurance So- ment's regulation which prohibits
ciety, will speak at a meeting of the issuance of proposals after
veteran members at 8 o'clock 4:30 P. M. on the day preceding
Monday night, June 13, in the opening of bids.
NOTE: A charge of $10.00 will
Cadiz. Several from Princeton
be made for each proposal. Replan to attend the meeting.

Kentucky Man Gets Award For Valor

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00

Mrs. Mark Jones died Tuesday afternoon, June 7, after a
long illness. Funeral arrangements had not been completed
at Leader press time.

"BELIEVE ME!
There's no Seed
Corn like

BROADBENT
HYBRIDS"
High yielding varieties

Dependable Seed Corn
Ratliff Hdwe. Co., Princeton
T. R. Akridge, Fredonia

It's Fun To Pilot A

iag• Sevoi

kENTUCKY

PINCOR
America's Outstanding

Power Lawn Mower
Self-Propelled All-Steel Chassis
2 H.P. 4-cycle Easy Starting
/
Pincor-Built 11

Political
Announcements

"Rock Sharpe"
Stemware

gwirinceton Shoe Co.'

Select A Well Rounded Wardrobe
To-Day From Our Nationally Advertised
Line

Shop With
c,Cea4d
And Save ...

SORORITY DRESSES

Engine.
Heavy Duty Bed Knife
Departure Sealed Lubricated Bearing.

Welded Steel Reel
New

2 to
1
Hand adjusted cutting height--from /
21
2 inches.
/
Full 20-inch cutting width
At Your Request, We Will Be Glad To
Demonstrate

CALL 2751

Eldred Hardware Co.

Tyr's Takes Part In
Operation Moving Van

As Seen In May Charm Magazine

lks•

7.3 Cu. Ft. Coldspot Refrigerator
with 23.2 lbs. frozen food compartment; 5 year guarantee.

Beautiful Washable, Silks, Cords, Woven
Cords, Rayon Bemberg
Inquire about our Budget Plan
for all motor repairs on all makes
of cars.

Randolph Motors

8.90

Local trained, experienced men will service
all electrical appliances.
Mrs. Kee I. Engelhar. t, Owner

Phone 2048

W. G.

a rond,

gr.

4

i'oge Eight

Thursday, June 9,
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--What It Means

-By Clarke Beach
Washington — Engineers in
charge of the bulk of government
instruction are finding contractors a lot more eager for work
than they were a few months ago.
"At one time we had to beg to
get the work taken off our hands,"
says an official in the Atomic
Energy Commission. "The builders were leery of taking on new
jobs. They didn't want to get tied

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2018

up with government contracts and
then find they couldn't get the
materials to finish the work."
Sometimes contractors used to
Include in their bids contingency
fees as high as 30 percent. That
is, if material scarcities, rising
price or other factors increased
his cost, the contractor could
boost his price as much as 30
percent.
Today, however, Uncle Sam's
engineers find themselves in the
happier position of buyers in a
bdSrers' market. This is true not
only in the -AEC, but also in the
Federal Works Agency, the Office- of Army Engineers and the
Reclamation Division of the Interior Department.
They say that in most sections

of the country the bidding on government contracts is keener than
It has been hi years. More contractors submit bids, they say,
and their bid prices are more
closely bunched, showing a sharper interest in getting contracts.
In some cases the prices quoted are below the costs the government had estimated it would
have to pay. But none of the agencies reports that prices are far
enough below the estimates to
make it likely that they will have
any money left over from the
funds appropriated. As to what
this trend means, the opinions of
the government men differ.
For one thing, this has been a
slack season in the construction
industry. A sellers' market might
return in the spring or summer.
The chief factor, according to
most of the engineers, is that
conditions in the construction industry are becoming better stabilized. Shortage of 'materials of
all kinds used to be a nightmare.
Now most items, except cement

'Triple-Action Wondertub is Secret of

"THE WASHER THAT
COULDN'T HAPPEN!"
Now! Bendix presents the simplest, newest,
automatic washer at the world's lowest price!
The new Bendix Economat!
—the flexible,
.
The utterly different Wondertub
triple-action tub made of metexaloy that eliminates
so many expensive parts—makes this
washday miracle possible!
See the Bendix Economat with the Wondertub•
that revolutionizes washing, draining, squeeze-drying!
You'll say it's I dream

Come

true!

•rondertub guaranteedfor 3 years 1

INCLUDES NORMAL INSTALLATION,

Only $36.00 Down - 24 months
To Pay

UK To Cite 50-Year Grads
certificates
Golden
Jubilee
will be presented to members of
the graduating classes of 1899
and earlier at the University of
Kentucky's 82nd annual commencement exercises June 3, it
was announced last week by Miss
Helen King, cri•cutive secretary
of the ,IJK Alumni Association.
In succeeding years the certificates will be given to surviving members of the class
reaching the golden anniversary
of it graduation. Miss King said
her organization knows approximately 125 graduates now eligible for membership in the HalfCentury Club.
Sixteen classes-1800, '91 and
'99, 1907, '08, '09, '10, '19, '24, '24,
'27, '28, '29, '4.8, '48, and '47—will
have special reunions during
commencement week. Baseball
Commissioner A. B. "Happy"
Chandler, class of '24, will be
guest speaker at the Alumni association's annual banquet June

MARTINO ARRIVES TO EXPLAIN TO ARMY—Antony Martino
(left), ex-infantryman who was once listed as dead discusses
his complicated problem with Col. Francis J. Quigley, Army
provost marshal, at the latter's office at New York. In back- Want A Speaker?
ground is Sgt. Rudolph Matias, head of investigation section.
Kentucky groups desiring
Questioning was held up pending arrival of Martino's record speakers from the University of
from Washington. He was reported killed in France in 1944, hut Kentucky should write to Bureau
a few days ago he appeared at Army headquarters in New York of Club and Community Service,
to ask for a check on his Army records. He has a legal wife in Department of University ExWaterbury Conn., and a wartime mate living in Staten Island. tension.
(AP Wirephoto)
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
and steel, are plentiful. The
shortage of skilled labor has
been largely alleviated by the
government's apprentice training
program.
14 pt. Mississippi College
All this makes it easier for the
Dr. Herbert Drennon, dean of
contractor to estimate his costs
arint.,-trsim his profit margin. He Mississippi State College, Starkdoesn't have to allow for a heavy ville, Miss., will be speaker at
cushion to compensate him for the twenty-sixth annual cornlosses which are likely to be mencemeth
exercises to be held
caused by scarcities and delays.
FOR RICHER PASTURE
Furthermore, t h e contractors' May 30 at 8 p.m. in the colcosts are diminishing. Various lege auditorium at Murray State
Livestock thrive on
trade surveys differ, b u t the college. There are 291 students
pasture land that is
rich
in minerals.
Commerce Department combines who expect to receive their deApply
FOUR LEAF
all their reports into a composite grees this year.
Powdered Rock
Doctor Drennon served as head
construction cost index. It indiPhosphate for
cates that costs rose to the all- of the language and literature deRA.
/ richer pasture ...
and more profittime peak in September 1948 — partment at Murray State from
OS HATE able hiestock.
to 117.2 percent above the aver- September 1928 until July 1938
age in 1939. Then they fell stead. when he left to become dean of
ily until in December 1948 they the graduate school at Mississippi
stood at 113.9 percent above the State. Since that time he has alWRITE To
1939 average.
so become dean of the college.
The deparlment also has an inDoctor Drennon received his Thompson Phosphate Co.
dex of the prices of all construc- Ph. D. degree from
University
tion materials. In September, the of Chicago.
peak month, they averaged 125.4
For the second consecutive
percent above the 1939 average. year the
record for degrees
This dropped to 122.4 percent by granted
by Murray State will
Feb. 15. The big decline was in be
broken. The previous record
lumber, which fell from 241.4 perwas in 1948 when 22 degrees
cent above the 1939 average in
were granted.
August, the peak month, to 227.4
percent in December.
The trend toward a buyers' Pine Posts Treated
market is more marked in light
Sixty-five posts cut on the
construction than heavy construc- Paducah Lions Club plantation
tion, probably reflecting lower will be treated and then set to
lumber costs. You don't need as test their lasting qualities. With
much lumber to construct roads, locust post getting scarce, J.
dams and bridges as in the erec- Ralph
Overfield,
McCracken
tion of buildings.
county soil assistant, believes it
The situation varies geograph- may soon be necessary to find
other kinds.

Many Features In
4-H Week Program

From Bendix, a new automatic
agitator washer at
a price every family can afford!

COSTS LESS TO MAKE! COSTS LESS TO BUY!
NO WRINGER! NO SPINNING! NO BOLTING DOWN!

1949

IlAuc rbmasitt}eS;isttba,edihii:y
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of choro
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfeN
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. coil
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We pay all phone charges

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Phone 3698

Priticeton,Ky.
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Money isn't everything . . .
but it is an important factor
in the lives of most people.
Not the amount of It ... because many small
-income families
are supremely happy . . . and many mansions
know ne tnie
happiness. It's the planning and working together
sense of security and joy of accomplishment
thlt maks
the honeymoon last. Whether you're newlyweds
or hays
already celebrated your silver wedding anniversary
cv
Personalized Finanidal Service for Famii.es and
Individvoit
can help you enjoy greater happiness and prosperity,

3nte4'si4le FINANCE CORPORATIOla OF KY

Russell's Koru..
'.•re with excel
-r year many t
'lb every brood o
Russell's Koru
Nona to each
,icks grow faste
it be used in any
To get best res
wits at as early
ass Today. It
Galkins 1,
100-

WOOD

W. MARKET ST.
PlitiNE 2881
Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRt I F. Mgr

New Plymouth Suburban Announced

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
Phone 3141

Choose That Lifetime Gift for the

JUNE GRADUATE or BRIDE

T

ically, too. In the District of Columbia, for example, there was
less -public construction last
year than in the year previous.
Contractors here Spparently
needed work more than contractors in any other areas. As a result the eagerness of bidders and
their lowered quotations has
been especially noticeable here.
Try a Leader Classified Adi

The new Plymouth Suburban. above, a completely new combination
passenger and will() sehirk el 19
metal construction, was announced today by R. C. Somerville, general sales
manager of Plymouth Motor fief
With 111-inch wheelbase, the Suburban has the same 97 horsepower engine
.
as the DeLuse and Special Deis*
Plymouths on the 118,s-inch wheelbase. Unusually large luggage space
and washable trim and upholsierY pw
car • variety of uses. Factory retail price at factory, Detroit, Michigan, is
$1,740.

Select From The Worlds Greatest

ug app
mencement
brings many
seniors face to
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graduate should
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Few openings in
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COURTH

All-Metal Car Is Combined
Passenger and Utility Vehicle

and Add a Lifetime of Culture and Personal Enjoyment
Choose from Nine Standard Names

STEINWAY XNABE STORY & CLARK
HADDORFF HARDMAN
KRAKAUER
AND JESSE FRENCH
Shackleton's Do Not Sell Any Off Brands
Our Prices Are
Always Right

$595°,0
Use Shackleton's Budget Payment Plan

In Line With
Quality and Guarantee

Another Gift Suggestion

THE FAMOUS HAMMOND SOLOVOX
That Can Be Aattached to Any Piano

WALL PAINT
7oe (€.2( eves
WALL PAPER • PIASTER • WALL BOARD
•SAR-TONER is a genuine a
point. Its soft modern shades
wi blend perfectly with your
drapes and furniture, adding
charm and good last* to every
MOM.

durable os
co eceeoeskal,
wig wool. easily cord does sot nob off.
/SAR-TONER provides that &Adak
a. whieb is toesid ie Hoe seeseieet
Lewes .
"Liqeid Nfetvet" best describes its flee roe& testers.

Everything In /bait
612 Broadway
147 East Main St., Lexington

A completely new type of automo- residential boulevard,
At is
but one that and to increase
bile, a combination passenger and would still be practical
Suhurba
in the most other Plymouths, the
utility vehicle of all-metal construc- rugged resort
country."
has ample head room
tion, was announced today by R. C. Designers have
achieved
An innovation to Iii..-.- titiat tat
Somerville, general sales manager beauty with a simplicity exterior
that will cargo space is the
,!ion of tte
of Plymouth Motor Corporation.
reduce maintenance costa. The ease
teli,t The tio
The new car, officially designated of maintenance theme has been car- spare tire eompai
nr'le
as the "Suburban" in Plymouth's ried throughout the interior, where fits into a well uncle? i'•,. sicei
Si) teit the stole
DeLuxe line, is built on a 111-inch upholstery and trim are washable near the tailgate,
age space is clear.
wheelbase. It contains the same 97 and waterproof.
Another space-savinii feature t
horsepower engine and mechanical
With the back seat in passenger
improvements for more power and carrying position, the enclosed cargo- the location on either side a .4
greater economy which were built carrying space in the Suburban is rear seat of two compartments for
into the previously-announced Plym- 3 feet, 6 inches long; 3 feet, 3,4 carrying small parcels. The ow
soar*
ouths on a 1181
/
2-inch wheelbase. Inches high; and 4 feet, 7 inches partments are covered with
vinyl material, the same long-woo'
Factory retail price at factory, De- wide. Length of the cargo space
is ing
fabric used for upholstery
troit, Michigan, is $1,749.
increased to 5 feet, 8 inches by
An adaptation to 18-irwli
A five-passenger car, the Suburban Pivoting the rear seat into cargoequ.,-,c7.
is designed to meet the require- carrying position. Opening the tail- is available as special
clearance
ments of families who require ample gate further lengthens this area to when greater road
7 feet, 5 inches. Maximum cargo wanted for backwoods driving.
passenger space. At the same time
The improved 97 horsepower el*
it is a rugged, all-purpose vehicle space Is obtained by pivoting the
rear seat into the foot-well in
which will carry unusually large
the gine has a compression ratio of
floor. The bottom of the seat and to 1, the same as the Deluxe toi
amounts of luggage. Although the
the rear of the backrest are steel. Special DeIdise Plymouths on iht
Suburban has ample passenger car/
2-inch wheelbase. The PrIM
rying space and smart distinctive When the rear seat is folded for- 1181
lines, it is ieasily converted into • ward, it forms a bulkhead at the contains the new chrotne-plated coo
front of the luggage apace, while
*
marketing truck for farmers, a comthe pression piston ring which redo,
bination family and business car for backrest of the seat becomes • part cylinder wear and provides Fe°
of the floor. Folded out of the
Pe
the salesman who carries large
way, protection during the break-in
the rear seat upholstery is
sample cases, a car of all work for
protected iod. There are improved oil tOSS
from
chafing
while loading or un- for greeter oil economy'
surveyors and construction workers,
or • home on wheels for the sports- loading luggage. To facilitate load- smoother engine warmitip and fssol
ing
and
unloading,
• lift of only dtrottle response is attained thrrult.
man or tourist
slightly over two feet places
manifold.
lug- the newly-designed Intake
"This new Suburban has been gage on
the open tailgate.
Among the many other mecio0
built to meet the many use* that a
Features for passenger comfort
cal improvements in the Suburb',
modern, active family requires of and safety
which are typical of are Plymouth's new automatic ele
their automobile," Somerville said.
Plymouth have been retained In
the talc choke and the combination t
"Here is • car whose beauty would Suburban.
'hid
Seats
attract attention ow the smartest reduce passenger are chair-height to nItion and starter switch
and driver fatigue eliminates the starter button.
---•
.

RIPPEN
CABLE

Next To Hotel Irvin Cobb
PADUCAH
621 South 4th St., Louisville

Young Hdwe. Co.
Fredonia, Ky.
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lubs Stage
'craft Show

Winter Feed Saved
By Fescue Pasture

ture of the Harlan coundub rally day held in
Ian school was the first
exhibit of handicraft, inlawn chairs, tables, magks, book ends and other
Approximately 100 pieces
• n made by members
ting 15 clubs. The prois inaugurated by the
'ounty 4-H Club Council
,r.

cope of 9-H club training
n in the varied demongiven by club members.
nelude such subjects as
weather-resistant whiteetting strawberry plants,
poultry, sharpening hand-

U.K. Honors Barkley, Two Outstanding Seniors

saws ana seeding grasses.
Twenty-eight 4-H clubs were
tepresented at the rally by 431
members and 42 leaders and
teachers

mose
special
upholster

ehicl

Fedonia News

(Last Week's News)
and children, Norman and Patty,
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crider, Indianopolis, Ind., were guests
Chicago, were holiday guests of during the weekend of Mrs. Ruth
his sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell, Dunning and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
and Mr. Yandell.
Alton, Ill., spent the holidays
Mr. Cleve Black, who has been
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
a patient in the Kuttawa Clinic
Coy Moore.
for several weeks, has been
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
moved to the home of his sister, Mrs. Allie Bugg, where he who have been the guest of her
is convalescing.
sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Parr, De- Yandell, and his father, L. B.
ussell's Korum has been used by successful poultry
troit, Mich., spent the weekend
Young. and Mrs. Young, for the
8 with excellent results for over 20 years. Year
with his mother, Mrs. Florence
past week, returned to their
year many thousands of chick raisers use Korum
Parr, and Miss Dorothy Parr.
home, Evansville, Ind., Monday.
every brood of chicks they raise.
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Riley,
Frank Harmon, Ft. Benning,
ussell's Korum (Improved Formula) with only 2
Hartford, were the Sunday
Ga., is spending the holidays
ns to each gallon of either water or milk helps
guests of Mr. J. E. Hillyard.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
grow faster and mature earlier . . . and Korum
Rev. Fredrick C. Low, HopEd Harmon.
used in any kind of drinking vessel.
•
kinsville, filled the pulpit at the
Mrs. Jim Rice, Nashville, Tenn.,
0 get best results start uging Korum with chicks or
First Presbyterian church Sunwho spent several days with
at as early an age as possible. Get a supply of
day morning.
her aunt, Mrs. Sam Howerton,
in Today. It is economical. Pints $1. Quarts $1.76.
Mr. J. S. Loyd and son, John,
and Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young,
anima $3.00. Gallons $5.00.
Elizabethtown, spent the weekreturned to her home Friday.
end with his mother, Mrs. Grace
Miss Rachel Turley spent
Loyd.
Thursday night as guest of Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham
Dorothy Parr.
and daughter, Suzanne, Decatur,
Mrs. Porter Piercy, Mrs. HopIll., spent the weekend with her
and Jack Hazard, West Point,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Smith
son, Charles White of Cadiz,
Lowery.
were visitors in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor,
Mr. Hazard's mother was the
are spending a few days with
former Virginia Wyatt of Freher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
donia.
H. Bennett.
Mrs. Louise Davis, Memphis,
Mrs. J. Luke Quartermous,
Tenn., and Miss Maggie ColeLouisville, and Billy Sam Young
man, Paducah, were Sunday dinleft Saturday morning for Brane'r guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lesdentown, Fla., where they will
lie Bright.
visit their grandfather, W. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Long,
Young, who will return home
Wynette, Ill., spent the weekend
with them to spend the summer.
with her mother, Mrs. burley
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Thompson
Hearod, who returned home with
HE approach of Cone
them for a visit.
nical and specialty schools.
THAT GOOD MILK FROM
sencement Day 1949,
The rewards are also greater!
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore
:11gs many high school
—opportunity for advancementfa
and baby daughter, Evansville,
PRINCETON CREAMERY
• i ors face to face with• limited only by your ability awl
Ind., spent the weekend with his
question — what next/
Initiative. Many cd today's geaWILL GIVE YOU
There's one big opportunleral officers ben their eareens
sister, Mrs. Charles QuerterTHAT EXTRA
to which every high school as Privates. Some of today's
mous, and Mr. Quertermous.
duate should give serious Privates may be our future GenLIFT Yipti
deration. This is the career erals!
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rogers
NEED FOR
you in today's Regular
Appointments to Officer's Can,and children, Phyllis and Sharon,
EVERY
didate Schools and to the U. S.
Mrs. Rebecca Rogers and Miss
W openings in private ea- Military Academy at West Point
DAY
Agnes Rogers were in Hopse offer you the leadership are available to those who can
DUTIES.
ng, the educational advan- make the grade. In what other
kinsville Saturday.
the exciting travel and ad- field can you aspire so high?
Several from here attended
re, the supervised sports
You owe it to yourself to get
funeral services for Mrs. Flora
reation programs and the al] the facts. See the friendly reWholesome, active life that cruiting officer at your local
DeBoe at Crayne Monday after• yours with an Army en- U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force
noon. Mrs. DeBoe was struck by
nt.
Recruiting Station today. Iie will
a car in the yard of her home
openings offer you such
be happy to give you full details
eship with America's fin- without any obligation to you.
in Crayne Thursday night.
ng men—for today—only
Dinner guests of Mrs. Florence
t are acceptable for meParr and Miss Dorothy Parr
n the United States Army.
win a place in today's BegSunday were Mr. and Mrs. ByArmy you must pass physron Parr, Detroit, Mich., and
examinations that ar•
U.S.
Mrs. Hugh Hunsacker and childU.S.
er — mental examinations
diflicult--than ever before.
ren, Princeton.
AIR
ARMY
with these more rigid roByrd Hughes, Evansville, Ind.,
FORCE,
tate you will face keener
spent last week at his home here.
und competition for &sent to the more than 200
Mr. Sam Henry and daughter,
offered at Army tech0:Aork„161•PRINCETONIKY. jsliss Mattie Henry, Charleston,
Mo., and Mrs .Ida Henry, Marlon,
COURTHOUSE — PRINCETON, KY.
were Saturday afternoon guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mrs. Ida Smith, Chicago, ni.,
was in town Sunday morning.
She is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Tom Stepheson, Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore
and son, Grove Center, were the
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Quertermous.
Mrs. Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville, Tenn., spent the weekend
with her sister, Mrs. Ivan Bennett, and Mr. Bennett.
That's why we never sacrifice quality.
.1 Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
and son, David, are visiting reHave your doctor leave your perscriplatives and friends in Detroit,
Mich,
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Twenty-five years ago pressurized carbon dioxide was used
commercially in fire extinguishers
for the first time.

131,400
POSITIVE RELIEF
for

ihi7 sour sickroom supplies where you
have your prescriptions filled We carry
S complete stock of quality
rnerchan(Ilse at reasonable prices. Your order
will receive the prompt service that a

WHO FILLS
YOUR
pREsc RIPTIONS?

prescription receives. Try um.
W. as• Morck Pr•scHPIMA

0,00*d'

Corner Drug Store

Harvey Stomach Tablets are
now available to you in Tablet
Form. For many years it was
necessary to have a Doctor's
Prescription to get the Harvey
Stomach Treatment. This Doetoes Formula is guaranteed to
relieve Ulcer Pain and that acid
gassy, belchy, constipated, nervous and run-down condition.
or your money back. Each box
of Harvey Tablets contains a
diet chart that points out the
food that ciauses excsesive gas,
bloating and stomach distress
-Sold only at

Telephone 1

Princeton, Ky.

2093

WOOD DRUG
Princeton, Ky.

a

IONG

DISTANCE

MARK CINNINIMAI

MOVING

COMPLETE INSURANCE 51551C1

Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky

Ill
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Enamel, Wax Renews
Worn Linoleum Floor
A demonstration showing how
old, worn linoleum floor overings may be made to look new
and colorful claimed the first
interest of visitors who attended
a guest-day meeting of the Big
Hill Homemakers Club in Rockcastle county. The cost of the
new floor finish is only the price
of a good grade of enamel and
wax and careful workmanship,
explained Mrs. Letta W. Jasper,
home demonstration agent.
On display were several articles made by members, indicating the variety of helpful ideas
they had gained through their
club work. They included reseated chairs, hooked rugs, woven reed trays, homemade toys,
tufted articles, remodeled hats
and lampshades for fabric and
paper.

3DIFFERENTFINISHES
IDENTICALLY
MATCHED COLORS
IN

FLATLUX SATM-LUX GLOS-LUX
FLAT WALL
SEMI-GLOSS

To stretch leftover chicken
use it in a loaf, serve it with a
mushroom sauce.

rIIGH GLOSS
'TRY THEN AND SEE
THE MARPEI Of THE
MATCHING
THREE"

This really simplifies decorating! Now
you can match your woodwork with
your wall color for modern decorative
effects. Wall in flat . . . woodwork in
semi-gloss or high gloss ... all finishes
in Identically Matched Colors.

Women now find 2-way
help for old problem
What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDITI'S 2-way help.

Ask for the descriptive folder showing
modern effects.

You see, CARDOT may make things
lots easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your time" and, taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve

BEST

functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,

PAINT

SOLD

BY PATTERSON-SARGENT

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

It should improve your appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. Cum is scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. it
you suffer "at those certain times".
get CARD= today.

"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Court Square

Phone 2585
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BUILDER OF THE
NATION'S GREATEST
TRUCK VALUES

I

11

MII1ilI mi
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MEDIUM-DUTY DI LUXE STAKE'
Model 3609-125/
1
4-inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W. 5,800 lb. Other
models available up So 161 -inch wheotbase and 16,000 lb. 0.V.W,

I

/CHEVROLET
I
I

rt4

inere's a ‘nevrolet truck for every delivery or
hauling lob — with capacities from 4,000 lbs.
to 16,000 lbs. Gross Vehicle Weight.
If what you want is the truck that will deliver the
most for the money—then what you want is a
Chevrolet truck. If what you want is sterling quality, outstanding load capacity and performance
with power plus economy—then you're dead right
in choosing a Chevrolet truck. And if you want
all these advantages at lowest cost, you definitely
want Chevrolet, for only Chevrolet trucks have 3WAY THRIFT—lower cost operation and upkeep
and the lowest list prices in the entire truck field!

LIGHT-DUTY PICX-UP
.Modsl 3104— / /6 Inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W. 4,600 lb. 0th.,
models available, 3601-125 -Inch whoe4boso, Moxim,no C.V.W.
5,800 lb, 3801 137.inch wheolbase, Maximum G.V.W. 6,700 lb.

,

••••••••

(411 -

MOO

LIOHT-DUTY DI LUX7PANEL•
Nadel 3105 116 inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W. 1,600 lb.
Use available in Medium Duty model 3805-197 inch wholettxtro,
&situate G.V.W. 6,700 lb.

FORWARD-CONTROL CHASSIS
Mod./ 3942-137-inch whoolboro,
Maximum G.V.W. 10,000 lb. Also
available In model 3711 - 125%inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W.
7,000 lb. Package Delivery type
bodies suitable for mounting on Ito
forward Control Charm ono supplied
by many reputable manufacturers.

STOMACH SUFFERERS

SICKROOM
SUPPLIES

'4

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

QUALITY

Is The Power Of The Drug
-_

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

I
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You can combine salad and
dessigrt. oresslonally by serving
a frozen fruit salad with crisp
London— -( AP)—Bernard Shaw crackers.
has written a play about the
world after atomic bombing. It's
called "Far Fetched Fables" and
will 'be published before Adgust.
So the 92-year-old playwriter
Even if you have
told a reporter who saw the play
only ONE policy with
listed to Shaw's credit In the
us you are a valued
1940 edition of "Who's Who" and
client — that's the
telephoned him to find out about
way we do business.
it.
So, don't hesitate to
Shaw's biography in the book,
bring any insurance
supplied by himself, still gives
problem, large or
his recreation as "being past 90".
small, to us for examination and adI `, I 01,
vice.

New Shaw Play
Considers A-Bomb

Land in Owsley county that
once produced nothing is now
producing 100 binthels of corn
an acre, a ton of tobacco and
other clops in proportion, according to H. M. Willfirns, farm
agent. Such profitable results
are due, he said, to tile drainage.
Drainage was first demonstrated
on the F. G. Peters farm five
years ago.
Since then, 10 farmers have
I drained swamps in a two-and-ahalf-mile stretch. The past year,
15,000 feet of tile were laid,
much of it along Island Cre.tic.
Inasmuch as hillsides in the
county are extremely steep, it
Is important that farmers get
op production from bottomlands,
said the county agent.

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions were presented to the trio pictured above at the 82nd annual
commencement of the University of Kentucky Friday, June 3. A University committee selected Charles Z.
Whaley (left), Williamstown, as the outstanding man of this year's graduating class; Vice President
Alben W. Barkley, Paducah, as the state's outstanding citizen, and Miss Mary Sue Mcwhirter, Hopkinsvine, the outstanding woman of the 1949 senior class.

COMOS
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Tile Drainage
Boosts Yields

Matt House of Laurel county
says he saved 10 or more tons
of hay during the winter months
by .pasturieg 15 head of yelirling calves on a 2-44 acre fescue
pasture. They fed there continuously from Oct. 1 to April 25.
According to M. C. Griffin,
county agent, Mr. House seeded
the fescue field in the fall of
1997, a good crop of seed being
harvested the following year. Mr.
House sowed 45 ares more to
fescue last fall, Ladino clover
being used with it.
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MEDIUM-DUTY CAB AND CHASSIS WTTH PLATFORM BODY
Modal 3808- 137 inch Mt...0,ov*, Morinnom G.V.W. 8,800 /b. Ofhor
models arolfoblo up to 161 iftch whoolboso and 16,000 lb. G.V.W.

CHEVROLET TRUCKS FOR TRANSPORTATION UNLIMITED

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
•

e

NOTICE: I would like to bale
your laity tied with wire. Also
have one young Angus bull
for sale. George Gray. Phone
3049 or 3886.
2tp

urday beginning at 10:30 A.
M. rain or shine. We sell indoors. $2.00 if car or truck
doesn't sell--$10 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell, anybody can
buy. Main Street Car Exchange
& Auction Co., Hopkinsville,
Ky."
Itc

PHILCO is the greatest lowpriced refrigerator ever built
. . . unequalled in appearance
. . . unmatched in advanced
design features . . . with more
fully usable capacity than
Spread Of Army Worms
any other refrigerator in size
In This Area Reand at ilk price. Joiner Hardware Co.
ltc
ported Halted
_ .
Louisville-(AP)--The U. S.
FOR SALE-Baby Ituggy in
Weather Bureau said Wednesgood condition. Mrs. Rachel
Jenkins. Phone 2952.
ltp day recent hot dry weather over
the State hampered growing
WASTED: To do house work or
crops.
baby sitting. By hour or day.
Except toy scattered showers
Elizabeth Hodge, 317 W. Hall,
Dawson Springs.
2tp in the southwestern and central
NOW AVAILABLE 6-8-6 and 20 areas of the state, the bureau
percent phosphate. Immediate said there has been no effective
delivery. Mitchell Implement rainfall for nearly two weeks.
The dry weather has given
Co., Phone 3163.
ltc
farmers an opportunity to comFOR SALE; Outboard Motors for plete their corn planting in most
Cruiser control, shift to Scott- parts of Kentucky. Tobacco
Atwater. Warm up in neutpal transplanting is about 75 to
80
shift to reverse and forward. 4 percent complete, the bureau
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with said.
shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationPlum and Main St.
Phone 2445.
tfc Cpl. James Cochran Is

Hot, Dry Weather
Hampering Crops

$25.00Trade-b Value
For Your Old Stove

Regardless of age, kind or condition on any
Electric Range in our huge stock!

$139.95 to $319.95
(BALANCE ON EASY TERMS)

This includes any Electric range in our stock, all
nationally advertised brands such as Westinghouse, Admiral, Enterprise, etc. Let us have your
old stove, and help you brighten up your kitchen
with one of these 49 beautiful new Electric ranges.
Good for one week only, so dont wait . . . see
us today.

(Incorporated)

"Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers''

All good swimmers, both men
and women, are requested to
register at the Red Cross office, courthouse, Mrs. Leo Linton, executive secretary, announced this week. These swimmers are eligible to take an instructor's course in lifesaving,
including handling of drowning
persons, proper handling of
boats and precautions to take to
prevent drowning accidents, she
said.

Hal Jordan Gets
10 Years In Pen
Negro Sentenced For
Voluntary Manslaughter In Carter Death

Hal Jordon, Negro, was sen
tenced Wednesday morning to
10 years in the State penitentiary for voluntary manslaughter
in the death in January of Eddie
Carter, Negro. The charge was
reduced from murder.
The case of Bowers Morse,
Negro, ccharged with murder,
Cadet Neil Dunbar Is
was set to be called Wednesday
Graduated Cum Honore according to the docket of the
Cadet Neil Dunbar was gradu- June Circuit Court.
ated cum honore with the rank
Members of the grand jury
of cadet major and battalion are Lee Cardin, foreman; Sylvescommander last week at Castle ter Winn, L. B. Ferguson, JohnHeights Military Academy, Leb- nie Capps, Roy Howton, Lexie
anon, Tenn. He was a member Holeman, Roy Rowland, T. R.
of the honor council, DeMolay, Akridge, Charlie Sigler, Porter
adjutant staff, varsity track team Tayloe, Jeff Morse and Clifton
and B basketball team and was Jackson.
B football captain and co-captain
Pettit jury members are B. J.
of the rifle team. He was award- Rogers, C. A. Wilson, Owen
Softball Team Captain
Corporal James B. Cochran is ed the Zero Demerit medal. Towery, Joe Davis, Urey Cook,
captain of Headquarters and Cadet Campbell H. Cameron was Sam Traylor, J. OS Franklin,
Headquarters Company's softball graduated with the rank of mas- Raymond Sigler, Garland Tandy,
team of Eighth Army stationed ter sergeant, batalion staff, Marion Brown, Jesse Blalock,
at Toyko, Japan. Corporal Coch- was captain of the rifle team and Charles Gaddie, Bugh McGowan,
ran, whose home is on West member of the Civil Air Patrol Elmer Cook, Robert 0. Young,
Green street, plays short stop. Cadet Oscar Cantrell was gradu- Wylie Brown, Walter Barnes,
The team has won four and ated as sergeant and was a mem- Rumsey Taylor, Frank Hopper,
Oscar Parker, J. E. Tatum, Herlost one. Prior to enlistment, he ber of DeMolay and rifle team.
bert McNeeley, Charlie George
attended Butler High School
and N. B. Haile.
Livestock Market
Regardless of price there is no better paint moo,:
Execused from pettit jury duty
FOR SALE: Baby Scales, like Dr.
Both
cattle and hog markets
Cash Attending
were
Willie
new. Mrs. Billy McConnell,
Wyatt,
Kermit
Sigler
were up this week as compared
Dial 3435.
Ito Medical Meeting
with the week before. The lamb and Julian Littlepage.
Dr. Ralph L. Cash is attendPIANOS: Both new and used. ing a meeting of the American market was down.
Officers To Be Installed
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main, Medical Association this week in TOTAL HEAD-1369
Officers of the Business and
Hopkinsville, Ky.
52tp Atlantic City, N. J. Mrs. Cash Long Fed Steers-424426
Professional Women's Club will
YOUR RED SPOT PAINT STORE
Short
Fed Steers-$22-$24
and their daughter, Betty Lou;
be installed at a dinner meeting,
VISIT
WHITEY'S
SERVICE
are in Atlantic City with him. Medium Quality
6:15 o'clock Monday night, June
STATION for Standard Oil
Butcher Cattle-$20423
They made the trip by plane
13, at First Christian Church. *
Products.
Efficient
service
Baby
Beeves
-$23-$26
from Evansville, Ind., and plan
guaranteed; quick road service.
Fat
Cows-$16-19
to return Sunday.
Phone 3931.
tic
Canners and Cutters-$13416
Bulls-217-40
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety U. S. And
Great
Britain
Stock
Cattle-219424
glass cut and installed in all
Feeder Cattle-220425
cars. Williams Texaco Service Compared By Londoner
Mrs. A. E. Richardson, Lon- Milk Cows per Head--$112-2156
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Best Spring Lambs--$29,25
Phone 557.
tfc don, England, who is visiting in
Princeton, compared different Medium Spring Lambs-227
DRESSED RABBITS for sale phases of the United States and VEALS
any time average 2 lb. and Great Britain at the Rotary Club Fancy Veals-428.50
over $1.00 ea. dial 2845 or Tuesday night. Visiting Rotarian No. 1 Veals-427.50
3741. Dr. C. F. Engelhardt tfc. was Walter Berger, Evansville, No. 2 Veals--$26.40
Ind. Rev. George Filer, who has Throwouts-$18.75
FOR SALE: Delco light plant,
been called to preach at First HOGS
1000 watt, used 6 mo.; 50-lb.
Christian Church, was guest of 200-230-221.25
icebox; Cold drink box; large
Alton Templeton
and Cecil 235-280-$20.50
storage icebox; No. 11 Vulcan
Smith was the guest of Boston 285-400-219
plow; 1-horse plow. Joe H.
405-Up-$18.50
Criswell.
Darnell, Rt. 3, Dawson Springs.
120-155-419
2tp
160-195-221.10
James N. Gums
Roughs 450 lb-Under-V6.90
FOR SALE: Case pick-up baler; Joins C. 8z L. Tractor Co.
James Nichols Guess, a farm- Roughs Over 450 lbs. $15.50
Case side-delivery rake At
C&L Tractor Co.
9tp er employe of International
Harvester Co., Louisville, Sias Card Of
Thanks
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances accepted
a position as a salesWe thank all those who
and Electrical Supplies, visit man
with C. & L. Tractor Co., helped us during the
long illStallins and Kennedy Electric
Duke Davenport, owner, an- ness and death
of Hampton L.
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
nounced this week.
Hobby.
We thank the ministers,
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
You lead a charmed life! Even when you
the undertakers, those who sent
ensilage cutter dozens of times without Restic
take chances like this, nothing ever happens.
Baptist Hospital To Be
flowers and cards and all who
ting your fingers caught. Accidents never
You've
pulled
Completed In 1950
a balky corn stalk out of the
extended sympathy in any way.
happen to youl
In Nichols Hospital
The West Kentucky Baptist All kindness
was truly appreOwen Lane, 102 McNary street,
is improving in Nichols General Memorial Hospital now under ciated.
construction in Paducah should
Hospital, Louisville, following a
be completed sometime in 1950,
major operation last week.
officials announce. The hospital
is planned to accommodate 172
Some bamboo grows to be 120
patients.
feet tall.

NOW AVAILABLE: 8-8-6 and 20
percent phosphate. Immediate
delivery. Mitchell Implement
Co. Phone 3163.
ltc WATCH MAKING: All makes
models. Clocks, Jewelry
FOR SALE-One used Frigidaire and
repaired. All work guaranteed.
McConnell ElecChas. "Pete" Russell, certified
tric
ltc
watchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
Prop.
tfc
NOTICE: 1 have opened a shoe
repair shop next to Quinn's
RED SPOT flat wall paint Grocery. I invite the people of
only $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched
Caldwell county and Princeton
colors with Semi-Gloss ur
to see me when they are in
Parmolite finish. JOINER'Sneed of this service. Expert
your friendly hardware. tic
workmanship at all times and
reasonable prices. Dial 2611 for FOR SALE: Boy's Bicycle. Good
pick-up and delivery. Alonzo
Condition. Randolph's Laundry
Davis & Son,
ltp
or call 3470.
ltp
"LOOK! ! Don't forget our auto- ONE DAY radio service
on all
mobile auction sale every Satmakes and models. Satisfactory work at reasonable prices
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Ra- RED SPOT Floor Enamel is
only $4.00 gal ... 4-Hr. Enamdio Shop. South Jefferson at
el $5.00 gal . . . House Paint
the Railroad. Call 4234. tfc
$4.75 gal . . . Parch Paint
Walker's Drug & Jewelry GENERAL HAULING: See $4.00 gal . . . Parmolite $4.00
Charles Pete r s, Princeton
gal
Dial 3211
Truck and Imp. Enamel
Route 3 Phone 2847.
tic
$4.00 gal . . . Casein Paint
$3.00 gal . . . Linoquick $5.00
gal . . . Flat Wall Paint $3.00
gal . . . Serene Enamel 59c qt.
Joiner Hardware Co.
ltc

Prescriptions A
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Red Cross Asks Good
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FLOOR ENAMEL
$3.75 gal.
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US Royal Deluxe
'Reduced from
$15.95 to
$12
'
95Ilre
With Old
Tax)
(Plus

family
PrifteetOn.

is

Wembley Ties
Enro Shirts
(Pastels and Whites)

Lee's Hats

Is it always the other guy who gets hurt?
This burner thought so too, but he's in the
hospital now with a crippled arm. Accidents

like this injure thousands of farmers every
year. Remember, the safe way is the fastest
way in the long run.

PMI'S

irst Yea

Swim Trunks
(Rugby)

Enro Pajamas
Munsingwear
• Greatest stopping tiro snow d•velopi
• Up to 60% 1110,111 anti•skid miles
• Renewable tread -new•tii• safety
to this lott

FIRST CHOICE FOR THE FINEST
NEW CARS

U.S.ROYAL ..74A iRcze
• SOFTER CUSHIONING
• EASIER STEERING
• mosr AIR AT LESS PRESSURE

EXACTLY DESIGNED TO FIT YOUR PRESENT WHIRLS

(Underwear and Socks)

A Wealth of Gifts For Dad... Sure
to Suit His Tastes... Sure to Please
Your Purse!

Falls are caused by carelessness.
Keep stairways clear and in good
repair. Put up hand rails on all
stairways. Check ladders,steps end
floors for cracks and dry rot. It
may saws Tau•Emil fall.

Bessie may bis kind and gentle
most of the time, but don't take
chances. Approach all farm animals cautiously with • friendly
word or pet. You may be kicked or
gored to death unless you do.

An ofF.ol
lir service lie•
sag. 0'9014
by The Aclroremng yawl
•
*it
w
In coop•rolion
Nefienol SefeIY C004

Be Careful-the life you save may be your own!
THIS ADVIIITISIINIENT IS
P11111111.111410 IN THE PURLIC INTernISTa Y
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C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency
Sula 8, Eliza Nall
Princeton Creamery
Morgan's
Corner Drug Store
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